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Abstract
Since ancient times, warm or cold skin on the human body has been used as a parameter in evaluating
health. Changes in body temperature are attributed to diseases or disorders. The assessment of body temperature is often performed to measure fever by detecting an elevated core temperature. With techniques
such as infrared thermography, it is possible to perform a non-contact temperature measurement on a
large surface area. The overall aim of this thesis was to contribute to a better understanding of the hand
skin temperature variability in healthy persons and in persons experiencing whitening fingers (WF).
The enclosed four studies discuss issues such as thermal variability response to cold stress test (CST)
in repeated investigations; the specific rewarming pattern after CST; the difference between the hand’s
palmar and dorsal temperatures; and evaluating skin temperatures and response to CST in participants
with WF and healthy participants. All four studies used an experimental approach involving healthy
males (I-III) and females (III) as well as individuals with (IV) and without WF (I-IV). Data were generated using dynamic infrared imaging before and after a CST. The radiometric images were analyzed using
image analysis and statistics.
The study showed that: (I) there is variability in hand skin temperature; (II) there are cold and warm
hand skin temperature response patterns; (III) the skin temperatures on the palmar and dorsal sides of the
hand are closely related; and (IV) a baseline hand skin temperature measurement can distinguish between
whitening fingers and controls.
The conclusion of this thesis is that it is necessary to engage in thorough planning before an investigation in order to choose the most adequate method for evaluating peripheral skin temperature response
depending on the question asked.
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Area Under the Curve
Arteriovenous anastomosis
The part of the hand located between
the wrist (styloid process of ulna and
radius) and the finger base (metacarpophalangeal joints)
Cold Stress Test
Hand-arm vibration syndrome
Infrared
Limits of Agreement
Probability Density Functions
Receiver Operating Characteristics
Region of Interest
Raynaud´s Phenomenon
Primary Raynaud´s Phenomenon
Standard Deviation
Visual Analog Scale
Whitening Fingers
A temperature difference. Used in
different meanings
Baseline temperature
Cooled temperature
Final temperature
Dorsal temperature
Palmar temperature
The probability of observing a result
as extreme as or more extreme than
the one actually observed from
chance alone
Standard uncertainty
Person´s correlation coefficient
Emissivity
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Introduction

“Touch – the vital medium for appreciation of the physical world: we are participators, not spectators, and it is through embodiment that we participate”
Josipovic, 1996

Skin temperature can indicate the presence of disease or injury as well as provide information concerning
interactions between the human body and the environment. Changes in skin temperature can be evaluated
with infrared (IR) thermography, which is a non-contact technique that has been widely used in medical
studies (Diakides, Diakides, Lupo, Paul, & Balcerak, 2013; Ring & Ammer, 2012). Physiologically and
anatomically, hands are extremely vulnerable to heat loss in the cold and the fingers are particularly sensitive to cooling (Chen, Shih, & Chi, 2010; Enander, 1984). When hands are exposed to cold— whether it
be extreme or prolonged cold—symptoms such as whitening fingers (WF) can occur as a sign of a strong
blood vessel constriction response to the cold exposure, which impairs the hands’ tactile sensitivity and
dexterity, as well as the ability act as efficient tools.
Humans use their senses to experience the world (Lundborg, 2011). The senses help us to survive: to
get to know ourselves and others and the environment that we live in, to find surroundings that appeal and
to stay healthy by detecting diverse threats (Lundborg, 2011), such as a hot or cold environment to avoid
getting burned or frostbitten.
Humans are more or less affected by the surrounding temperature and especially affected by exposure
to hot and cold environments. Particularly vulnerable to cold are body areas with unprotected skin like the
nose, ears, cheeks, and the most peripheral parts of the body, such as the hands and feet. This exposure to
cold causes a constriction of the peripheral blood vessels—peripheral vasoconstriction—which is a normal physiological defence to protect the body from cooling down i.e. becoming hypothermic (Campbell,
1999; Chen, Li, Huang, & Holmér, 1990; Hassi, Rytkönen, Kotaniemi, & Rintamäki, 2005; Piedrahita,
Oksa, Malm, & Rintamäki, 2008). This vasoconstriction results in a significant decrease in tissue temperature and skin blood circulation, which can lead to a risk of cold sensitivity with possible future difficulties in dealing with cold subjects and environments (Castellani, 2006; DeGroot, Castellani, Williams, &
Amoroso, 2003; Hassi, Mäkinen, & Rintamäki, 2005). A visual symptom of such conditions is WF,
which often occurs after an exposure to cold. Another cause of WF is working with vibrating tools, a
common work-related illness, which seems to be rising, not least in Sweden (Vihlborg, Bryngelsson,
Lindgren, Gunnarsson, & Graff, 2017). Whitening fingers is a key symptom in Raynaud’s phenomenon
(RP) (Hutchinson, 1901) and these terms are often used interchangeably.
It is of value to detect disorders such as WF and RP at an early stage since this gives an opportunity to
prevent progress into irreversible conditions that will harm hand functionality. IR thermography is an
effective method of measuring temperatures; therefore it was used in this thesis to obtain a better understanding of hand skin temperature in healthy persons and to find a new way to distinguish between whitening fingers and controls.
The introductory part of this thesis is structured as follows. This first presents a background on the importance of the hand as the human tool; hand skin and its blood supply; its role in thermoregulation; temperature recording technique; cold provocation; and a brief overview of literature on the use of IR thermography and cold provocations for hand skin temperature evaluation. The next section begins with an
introduction to the methods used in the studies. Then, an introductory text offers an overview of the studies. Finally, a concluding section presents a general discussion and conclusions, including literature contribution and future directions. At the end of the thesis, Studys I-IV are included.
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Background

The purpose of this thesis was to obtain a better understanding of hand skin temperature between the hand
sites measured with infrared thermography in healthy persons and find a new way to distinguish between
whitening fingers and controls. This section presents a background to factors that are important for hand
functionality; the structure of the hand skin and its blood supply; the hand’s role in thermoregulation;
WF; and recording techniques used to assess hand skin temperature.

The hand
The human hand can almost be seen as an organ itself, a sensory organ, or even as an extension of the
brain to the outside world (Dahlin & Lundborg, 2001). A key role for hand function is the sense of touch;
a hand without sensibility is a hand without function. A large projection area of the cerebral cortex is busy
with the hand’s movement pattern based on a complex interaction with the central nervous system
(Dahlin & Lundborg, 2001). The hand’s crucial abilities—precision and gripping power—are both important in professional life as well as in leisure, and a hand injury or disability can create problems for
work and leisure activities (Dahlin & Lundborg, 2001; Handford et al., 2017). Everyday activities performed with dexterity like buttoning a button, to pull up a zipper, or retrieving a credit card from a wallet
are, in fact, complicated precision movements that may be hard to carry out with hand ailments such as
WF.

Hand skin and skin blood supply
When interpreting the hand skin temperature visualized in a thermal image, it is important to understand
the hand’s ultra-structure and organization of the skin anatomy, as well as the blood circulation to the
hand skin, its vasomotor activity, and skin physiology. Integumentum commune (the human skin) is the
largest multilayered organ covering the human body. The skin’s anatomy and physiological functions can
be described in expressions of sensation, circulation, and biomechanics (Venus, Waterman, & McNab,
2011).

Figure 1. Finger pad (palmar side) in transverse section, showing four vascular layers: (1) the papillary layer, (2)
the subpapillary layer, (3) the reticular layer, and (4) the hypodermal layer. Marked with (a) is the arterial and with
(v) the venular vessels shown. Permission obtained from John Wiley & Sons © Sangiorgi, S. et al. Microvascularization of the human
digit as studied by corrosion casting. J. Anat. 204, 123–131 (2004).
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This skin cover consists of two layers. The outermost layer, the rather impermeable nonvascular epidermis, is mainly (95%) made of keratinocytes (Menon, 2002). The epidermis (0.03-4 mm and thicker
depending on the site) is composed of four distinct layers, called stratum: basale has a thickness of just
one cell, except in glabrous (non-hairy e.g. palms) skin, which can be build-up by two to three cells; spinosum consists of polyhedral cells; granulosum has a central barrier function due to the lipid components
in and in between the cells in this layer; and the corneum consists of migrated cells from the granulosum
(Venus et al., 2011).
This outer layer, the skin surface, serves as a protective, physical barrier due to the laminarly-arranged
lipid rich matrix. This matrix fills the intercellular spaces, making this layer more or less impermeable to
absorption, depending on localization, e.g. the dorsal hands being one of the most permeable cutaneous
sites and the palm hand skin being one of the most resistant and protective (Venus et al., 2011).
The dermis, the skin’s inner layer of connective tissue, varies in thickness depending on the site. The
dermis contains blood vessels, sensory nerves, and receptors. In the hairless (glabrous) skin of the palm,
there is a large number of nerve endings and sensory cells that respond to different types of mechanical
(Johnson, 2001), thermal, and painful stimuli, as well as free nerve endings responsive to temperature
changes and painful, nociceptive stimuli (Schepers & Ringkamp, 2009). Mechanoreceptors provide detailed information about the surface skin friction and pressure conditions in the grasp of the subject and
the fine manipulative movements. This information is used for the identification and recognition of objects and surfaces to correct and adjust the power of the hand’s grip (Johnson, 2001).
The human vascular system is far more than a network of pipelines. Interest in and investigations of its
structure and function have been noted since the ancient Greeks (Aird, 2011). Before the 1980s,
knowledge of the cutaneous micro vascular structures was limited and these were seen as randomly existing anastomosing networks without stratification, except for the plantar cutaneous vessels (Braverman,
2000). It is not possible to study human skin blood flow in single vessels as it is done in animals, for example in bat wings or hamster cheek pouches, except for nail fold capillary blood flow, which has been
visualized and measured, though this is not typical for cutaneous blood flow elsewhere in the integument.
In virtually all physiological experiments, the cutaneous vessels can only be studied as a black box phenomenon (Braverman, 1997). In the literature, the vascular anatomy of the dorsal side of the hand has not
been studied in detail (Uysal & Uysal, 2006) like the palmar side. However, a thorough study was performed by Sangiorgi et al. (2004), who studied the microcirculation patterns in the human fingertip and
described the vascular organization on both the palmar (Figure 1) and dorsal sides of the finger.

Figure 2. Schematic drawing showing the effect of an open and a closed arteriovenous anastomosis.

The vascular system that supplies the hand and the hand skin begins with the ulnar and radial arteries
that form two vessel arches in the palm: a superficial and a profound palmar artery arch. From the superficial arch, branches go to the fingers; these common digital arteries divide at the finger base into two
finger arteries (Thomas, Geddes, Tang, & Morris, 2013). Normally, a connection between the arterial and
the venous circulation is created by capillaries, but in specific glabrous skin parts of the body, such as the
palm of the hands, fingers, toes, nose, cheeks, and ears, there is direct connection between the arterial and
venous networks (Hale & Burch, 1960). These specialized, highly muscular vascular structures, called
arteriovenous anastomoses (AVAs), are presented in acral glabrous regions and play a central role in
thermoregulation, serving as a heat exchanger (Walløe, 2015). It was initially supposed that the number
of AVAs in specific areas was static (Hale & Burch, 1960), but more recent research has proposed that
the numbers of AVAs in a region could be up- or downgraded due to the thermoregulative demands (
Daanen, 1997; Hale & Burch, 1960).
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Body core and skin temperature
The surrounding thermal environment and the way humans respond to it greatly affect both behaviour and
performance. As an endotherm (e.g. mammals and birds), or more precisely as a homeothermic being,
humans can maintain a deep body temperature within a narrow range even when the environmental temperature is heavily changing. The balance between heat dissipation and its accumulation regulates this
deep body temperature. Core temperature, i.e. the temperature in the tissues and organs of the intracranial,
intrathoracic, and intraabdominal parts of the body remains rather constant over a limited span. This is
because the temperature can vary greatly in the cutaneous tissues and the skin (Horowitz M, 1998;
Zeisberger, 1998).
Glabrous skin is the skin covering most distal body parts, which has an important task in exploring the
environment. When the various local temperatures of the surroundings are explored, thermal information
is sent to provide feedback signals for different behaviors with thermoregulatory consequences (Romanovsky, 2014). As one of the chief thermoregulators of the human body, the skin has a great vascular
network and linked complex nerve fibers that together control the blood flow (Feldman, 1991). This is
called the local, or intrinsic, regulation of blood flow. In a thermo neutral environment (25–30°C), the
resting total skin blood flow is approximately 250 ml/min. There is a low metabolism and low need for
nutritional requirement in the skin, with a small fraction of normal blood circulation. Most of the skin
perfusion is involved in the thermoregulation process.
Several mechanisms are responsible for the regulation of local blood flow in the arterioles and capillaries e.g. by smooth muscle contraction, hormones, oxygen, and changes in pH, and by mechanisms originating within the blood vessels like myogenic and endothelial factors (Braverman, 2000). Unlike vessels
of other organs, skin vessels exhibit two types of sympathetic innervation: adrenergic innervation, in
which cold releases noradrenalin that makes vessels constrict, and sympathetic cholinergic innervation,
during which heat stress releases acetylcholine to make the vessels dilate (Guyton & Hall, 2006).
AVAs a plays crucial role in the peripheral blood circulation and, in turn, thermoregulation. When core
temperature raises, blood circulation to and through the skin, conduct heat from the core structures of the
body to the skin so that heat can be removed. In that process, AVAs open up (Figure 2) and shunt arterial
blood directly into the extensive venous plexus system in order to radiate heat from warm blood before
entering back into the body core. The change in skin blood flow can vary dramatically, from just above
zero to as much as 30 % of the total cardiac output, which represents a blood flow range from nearly zero
to 7–8 L/min (Guyton & Hall, 2006; Krogstad, Elam, Karlsson, & Wallin, 1995). Furthermore, as research has shown, blood circulation in the hand is reflected in hand skin temperature (Clark et al., 2003).

Temperature recording - Infrared thermography
“A picture may be worth a thousand t tests”
Cooper and Zangwill, 1989

Human skin temperature and blood circulation can be evaluated with several techniques, each of which
characterized by ”normal” ranges, but the measured result may vary e.g. depending on the different procedures used and which part or site of the body that is the region of interest (ROI) for skin temperature
evaluation. The history of thermal imaging techniques has been well described by Jones (1998) and Ring
(2006). Standard techniques and emerging technologies have been thoroughly described by Allen and
Howell (2014). In this paragraph, a brief historical overview of the development of temperature recording
techniques will be given.
Temperature registration in humans has a long history. Texts as old as Egyptian papyri written in the
17th century B.C. include descriptions of using the fingers’ “scanning” ability to feel heat coming from
the skin of a sick person (Bar-Sela, 1986). Ever since the early days of medicine in the time of Hippocrates, physicians have used body temperature as a diagnostic sign. The use of hands to measure heat coming
from the body remained into the late 16th when a theory of measuring temperature was developed and
Galileo invented the first technical instrument, the glass tube thermoscope. A few hundred years later, in
1868, Carl Wunderlich developed the thermometer, which has been clinically used for more than 130
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years (Ring, 2006; Ring, 2014). Today, this is gradually being replaced by disposable thermocouple systems and radiometers for ear temperature.
Sir Willam Herschel, an astronomer, was credited with the discovery of infrared radiation, which he
found by measuring the heat of each color of the sunlight spectrum. He found the highest temperature
beyond the visible red of the spectrum and he called it dark heat, i.e. today it is referred infrared radiation.
John Hershel, his son, continued his work in 1840 and managed to create an evaporograph image using
carbon suspension in alcohol and focused sunlight (Ring, 2006). This image was called a thermogram
(Ring, 2014). This was the foundation for the advances to come more than a century later. Today, there
are sophisticated thermal imaging devices and improved computer technology, which have a wide range
of applications for industrial, military, and medical purposes (Ring & Jones, 2012). All objects above
absolute zero (-273.15°C or 0 K) radiate electromagnetic energy due to the vibration of atoms. This electromagnetic emission is temperature dependent, i.e. molecular/atomic vibrations. The range of all possible
frequencies of electromagnetic radiation, each of which can be considered a wave or particle referred to
as a photon, travelling at the speed of light is referred to as the electromagnetic spectrum (Figure 3).
These waves differ in length and frequency, which is how body temperature can be studied using a noninvasive, non-contact instrument such as an IR camera.

Figure 3. The electromagnetic spectrum is the range of all possible frequencies of electromagnetic radiation, each
of which can be considered a wave or particle, often referred to as a photon, travelling at the speed of light. These
waves differ in length and frequency.

In IR thermography, a thermal imaging camera records temperatures through the infrared radiation spontaneously emitted by the human body. Infrared radiation is electromagnetic radiation in the wavelength
range of 1μm and 14 μm, the wavelength range between red light and microwaves (Childs, Greenwood,
& Long, 2000). Due to several areas in which the atmosphere absorbs the radiation, the measurable IR is
actually divided into bands: 3-5 μm and 8-14 μm. The IR camera software translates the recorded IR radiation to temperatures and provides a picture made of the temperature differences, which reflects the
underlying circulation and provides indirect information about the tissue perfusion (Miland & Mercer,
2006; Stoner et al., 1991; Wilson & Spence, 1989). Peripheral circulation disorders and processes leading
to changes in circulation can thus be studied with this method (Bagavathiappan et al., 2008; DamnjanovLü3HWURYLü3DQWRYLü 6PLOMDQLü5XLMV1LHKRI+RYLXV 6HOOHV .
Although IR cameras have existed for many decades, technological developments in recent years have
led to significant improvements, not least in terms of computerization of data management (Ammer,
'DPQMDQRYLüHWDO , and IR thermography has been used as a method to identify circulatory
disorders in a large number of clinical research studies (Bagavathiappan et al., 2008; Caramaschi et al.,
1989; Clark et al., 2003; P. Coughlin, Chetter, Kent, & Kester, 1999; P. A. Coughlin, Chetter, Kent, &
.HVWHU'DPQMDQRYLüHWDO3RROH(OPV 0DVRQ9Rn Bierbrauer, Schilk, Lucke, &
Schmidt, 1998). Technology advantages in IR thermography gained in recent years has made thermography easier to perform, providing stable radiometric images in which, repeatable and stable temperature
values can be read from the thermal images (Mercer & de Weerd, 2014).
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Emissivity
Before measuring surface temperature with an IR camera, there are some important details to consider,
such as emissivity (ߝ). In 1859, Gustav Kirchhoff formulated the law of emissivity, Kirchhoff’s emissivity law, due to the thermodynamic effect on radiation equilibrium between bodies of the same temperature.
In warm matter in which the atoms are close to each other, the radiation emits with a continuous distribution of wavelengths (Young, Freedman, & Ford, 2012). A surface’s spectral emissivity is equal to its
spectral absorption coefficient at each temperature and wavelength. This is the measure of a material’s
ability to absorb and release (radiation) energy. Referring to the theory of thermal radiation an ideal black
body where ߝ =1 is considered as a hypothetical object absorbing all radiant and radiating a continuous
spectrum according to Planck´s law (Figure 4). A blackbody total emissive power is described with Stefan-Boltzman´s law in which all frequencies of Planck´s law is integrated (Young et al., 2012). Although
IR camera software may include an emissivity table, users can usually input emissivity values for the
object to be measured ranging from 0.1 to 1.0. Since human skin behaves almost as a blackbody (Ring &
Ammer, 2012; Sanchez-Marin, Calixto-Carrera, & Villaseñor-Mora, 2009) spectral emissivity should be
set to 0.98.
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Figure 4. Illustration of spectral emittance for radiation from a blackbody at four different temperatures as described by Planck´s Law.

Cold provocation
Several different types of cold provocation are used to evaluate the skin temperature in the hand depending on the reason for the study. Apart from the local cooling of the hand (Ammer, 2009), whole-body
cooling with cold water circulated rubber blankets wrapped around the body is one method sometimes
performed in combination with local cooling (Castenfors & Lindblad, 2002). Another method of wholebody cooling is to ensure that the laboratory is kept cold and the individuals tested are lightly clothed, as
done investigating the thermoregulatory role of AVAs in the fingers (Vanggaard, Kuklane, Holmer, &
Smolander, 2012). Fan cooling is another method used in dynamic thermograpic studies in vascular finger
disease (Nielsen & Mercer, 2010), however, variations in cooling times, from 30 seconds to 30 minutes,
and provocation water temperatures, ranging from 0°C 6WHIDĔF]\N:RĨQLDNRZVNL3LHWU]DN0DMRV 
Grzelak, 2007) to 20°C (Pauling, Flower, Shipley, Harris, & McHugh, 2011).
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Whitening fingers
“What a cold little hand”
La Boheme, Puccini

WF was first described in 1862 by the French physician Maurice Raynaud as white, dead fingers and
initially classified as a disease of its own (Raynaud, 1888). Since the beginning of the 20th century, this is
now known as a phenomenon and is named after the physician – Raynaud’s phenomenon (RP)
(Hutchinson, 1901). RP is characterized by vasoconstriction of cutaneous finger vessels induced by cold
exposure or emotions due to disturbances in control mechanisms in the vascular thermoregulation (Flavahan, 2015), and this is clearly visible with a demarcation line between the discoloured and normal coloured skin on the hand and fingers, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. An example of whitening fingers caused by vasoconstriction.

The classification of RP is usually made by the aetiology, which separates phenomenon with a not known
aetiology (idiopathic) primary Raynaud’s phenomenon (PRP) from secondary Raynaud’s phenomenon
(SRP) where aetiology is thought to be known (Goundry, Bell, Langtree, & Moorthy, 2012; Maverakis et
al., 2014). PRP is often described as genetically determined and is classified when no known underlying
disease is found. In PRP, the cutaneous blood circulation altered functional response to cold is described
as an unpleasant but benign condition (Flavahan, 2015). SRP is caused by several instigating factors, of
which there are currently about 40 known factors. Some of these include certain autoimmune diseases
such as scleroderma spectrum disease (which causes a fibrotic; epidermis; dermis; blood vessels and in
internal organs) other factors are related to previous cold injury and jobs involving prolonged work with
vibration, which causes a hand-arm-vibration-syndrome (HAVS) (Flavahan, 2015; Mariotti et al., 2009).
SRP is introduced with varying symptoms that can arise out of neurological-, vascular- and muscleskeletal injuries or by various types of diseases. These issues can occur individually or in combination.
Initial neurological symptoms typically include tingling and numbness in the hands and fingers, which
can turn to a reduced sensation and impaired dexterity after some time. A fully developed neurological
HAVS-palsy is incurable and leads to a high level of disability. In such stage, the hand’s normal ability
has disappeared, which among other things can lead to dropping things easily, difficulties in pouring a
drink, inability using a key, and so on. Vascular injuries affecting the blood vessels of the hands and fingers can cause the peripheral capillaries to easily constrict. This is often induced by exposure to cold. One
effect of vasoconstriction is that portions of the fingers become white (Negro, Rui, D’Agostin, & Bovenzi, 2008), as shown in Figure 5.
AVAs play an important role in the thermoregulation. Under thermoneutral conditions in persons
without RP, AVAs have prominent sympathetic adrenergic innervation and sympathetic constriction. The
blood flow in AVAs and metabolic dilatation of nutritional arterioles stimulates flow-mediated dilation
(FMD) in proximal arterioles and arteries. When a healthy person’s whole body is exposed to cold, it will
increase sympathetic adrenergic outflow, whereas local cooling directly increases receptor reactivity. In
persons with RP, there is an increased activity of receptors on cutaneous blood vessels that reduces total
20

and anastomotic blood flow even under thermoneutral conditions. However, during whole body cooling,
an increased sympathetic adrenergic outflow worsens constriction of not only AVAs, but also proximal
arteries, and cutaneous veins. And, local cooling additionally intensifies receptor activity, causing vasospasm in these vessels (Flavahan, 2015). A schematic description of the cold induced constriction of digital blood vessels is shown in Figure 6.
WF and numbness after, for example, working with vibrating tools can have significant diagnostic
problems (Dahlin & Lundborg, 2001). If this impairment is corrected in time, the prognosis is usually
good for a recovery. Due to variances in survey methods and diagnostic criteria, estimations of the prevalence of RP in the general population vary (Bakst, Merola, Franks, & Sanchez, 2008). In Sweden, depending on the investigated population the prevalence is estimated to vary between 4–20% (Leppert &
Fagrell, 2005).

Figure 6. A schematic description of cold induced digital vessel constriction. a) In healthy individuals, AVAs have
prominent sympathetic adrenergic innervation and sympathetic constriction under thermoneutral conditions. Blood
flow in AVAs and metabolic dilatation of nutritional arterioles stimulates FMD in proximal arterioles and arteries.
b) Whole body cold exposure in the healthy individuals increases sympathetic adrenergic outflow, whereas local
cooling directly increases receptor reactivity. c) In individuals with PRP, increased activity of receptors on cutaneous blood vessels reduces total and anastomotic blood flow even under thermoneutral conditions. d) During systemic cooling, increased sympathetic adrenergic outflow exacerbates constriction of AVAs, proximal arteries, and cutaneous veins in individuals with PRP. Local cooling further amplifies receptor activity, causing vasospasm in these
structures. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: [NATURE REVIEWS RHEUMATOLOGY] (Flavahan, N. A vascular
mechanistic approach to understanding Raynaud phenomenon. copyright (2014)

WF affecting the hand may impair hand function with reduced quality of life, not to mention the discomfort and disability that may arise (Handford et al., 2017). The condition is present all the time, even
though this might not be objectively observed due to the sporadically constricting vessels. In healthcare
and medical research, infrared thermography of the hands and fingers has been used to study vasospasm
in WF (Acciarri, Carnevale, & Della Selva, 1976; Ammer, 2009; Coughlin et al., 2001).
In the following, WF will be referred to as the blanching of fingers indicating an abnormal vasoconstriction to cold.
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Rationale

Diverse techniques and methods have been used to measure and evaluate the temperature of the body.
One technique is IR thermography, which has been used to evaluate hand skin temperature to detect and
diagnose peripheral circulation disorders and conditions affecting the human hand function. Still, it is
unclear what hand skin temperature is healthy or abnormal and on which side of the hand this temperature
response to thermal provocation should be measured.
The studies included in this thesis contribute new knowledge concerning hand skin temperature distribution in healthy people, between the palmar and dorsal sides of the hand, that medical thermography can
support. One ambition of this study is that medical thermography can be used in a wider context of different professions as a supplementary method and replace some older methods that are becoming obsolete
within healthcare.
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Aim of the Thesis

The overall aim of this thesis was to evaluate hand skin temperature with infrared thermography in combination with cold stress tests in order to provide a better understanding of hand skin temperature in
healthy people and in people with WF.
The specific aims of the studies were as follows:
x
x
x
x

Evaluate variability of cold stress test (CST) response.
Investigate specific rewarming patterns after CST.
Comparing palmar and dorsal hand skin temperatures´ response to CST.
Evaluating temperature response to CST as discriminator between individuals with or without
WF.
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Material and methods

.... as in all experimental work, there is no need for the search for precision to throw sense out of the window.

Hill (1963)

In this thesis, quantitative methods have been conducted in all four studies to evaluate hand skin temperature data in healthy persons and in persons with WF.

Study design
Two different designs were used in the studies included in this thesis, the first in study I and II and the
second in study III and IV.

Participants
Due to the different purposes and designs of the studies, participants were recruited differently for the
different studies. In studies I, II, and IV, invitations were sent to male (I-II) and female (IV) students at
Luleå University of Technology. In studies III and IV, male and female soldiers at the Norrbotten regiment of the Swedish Armed Forces were invited. In study IV, people living in Norrbotten were also invited through advertising in the local press and social media. Inclusion criteria in the different studies were:
healthy (I-IV); 20–30 year old men (I-II); women and men (III-IV); experienced symptoms of peripheral
circulation disorders like WF cases with localized blanching (IV). This is summarized and referred to the
studies (Table 1). The exclusion criteria in studies I and II were the use of tobacco, a history of thermal
injuries, significant hand injuries, or symptoms of circulation disorders such as WF. The exclusion criteria
in studies III and for the controls in study IV were a history of thermal injuries, significant hand injuries,
or circulation disorders like WF.
Table 1. Characteristics of participants in studies I-IV.
Study

I

II

III

IV

Participants
Male (M)
Female (F)
WF, (M/F)
Age, (WF)

26
26

66
66

112
76
36

23 ± 2

23 ± 3

25 ± 6

151
84
67
39, (8/31)
25 ± 6, (48 ± 15)

Preparations
Verbal and written information about the test procedures were given to all participants (I-IV). In preparation for testing; participants did not drink alcohol during the 24 hours prior to testing (I-II); did not participate in physical exertion on the test day (I-II); fasted (including no coffee or tea) for two hours before
testing (I-II); and kept the hand skin clean of ointments (I-IV).
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Cold stress test
A CST was used in all four studies comprising this thesis. In the three first studies (I-III), the CST was
defined as the cold provocation of the hands. In study IV, the CST was defined as the whole test procedure, including the whole hand skin temperature evaluation process before and after a cold provocation.
In the following, CST will be referred to as the whole test procedure, while cold provocation refers to the
immersing of hands in cold water.

Data collection
Data collection was performed in April and May of 2012 (I) and 2013 (II) and throughout the winter
months in 2015 (III) and 2016 (IV).
The CST design in studies I and II was as follows: Before the trials, the camera used, a FLIR® A320,
were calibrated by FLIR Systems AB in Täby, Sweden. The camera had an image resolution of 320 × 240
pixels and a thermal sensitivity of <0.05°C at +30°C. The emissivity level was set to 0.95.
Prior to the temperature measurement, the participants rested for at least 30 minutes in a nearby room
with the same temperature as the test room, 23 ± 1°C. To quantify basic physiological parameters, the
participants’ age, height, weight, and hand volume was noted, along with their initial values of blood
pressure, heart rate, tympanic ear temperature, handedness, and estimated stress level on a VAS scale
(where 1 indicated no stress at all and 10 indicated the worst stress imaginable). Additionally, the outdoor
temperature was noted.
The camera was turned on at least 30 minutes before the measurements occurred. The water temperature was continuously monitored with a digital thermometer and controlled with a mercury thermometer
before each CST. The test started with the baseline measurement followed by the cold provocation; participant’s bare hands were immersed to styloid level in water at a temperature of 10 ± 0.5°C for 30 seconds. Thereafter, the hands were carefully dried.
During the measurement, the participants were seated in a resting position behind a screen placed in
front of the camera. The hands were inserted through two holes in the screen and held at heart level, with
the palms and splayed fingers directed toward the camera that was positioned 65 – 67 cm from the hands,
as shown in Figure 7. The screen had a lower temperature than any hand temperature appearing after the
cold provocation. This provided a well-defined background and protected the camera from reading any
disturbing temperature radiation from the participant’s body. The participants were instructed to keep
their hands as still as possible during the measurement. An edge detection algorithm reduced movement
artifacts and recognized the hands and fingers. On each hand, 18 ROIs were used for the calculation of
the surface average temperature and stored every 10th second.

Figure 7. The setup in studies I-II, the participant seated with hands inserted through the screen, directed towards
the IR camera.
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In studies III and IV, the CST procedure was as follows; Before the trials, the FLIR® IR T-series cameras
(FLIR Systems, Inc., Wilsonville, OR, USA) used in the CST procedure were calibrated by FLIR Systems AB in Täby, Sweden. The cameras had a thermal sensitivity of <0.05°C at +30°C and the spectral
emissivity was set to 0.98. The IR camera was switched on at least 30 minutes before the measurements
began. A container filled with water at 20±0.5°C and continuously monitored with a digital thermometer
was used for repeatedly checking against the camera temperature reading.
Prior to the CST, participants were seated for at least 15 minutes to become accustomed to the temperature of the testing room, which was maintained at 23 ± 1°C. A one-minute baseline hand skin temperature recording launched the measurement. Thereafter, the participants put on vinyl gloves and immersed
their hands to the wrist in water (20 ± 0.5°C) for one minute. After cooling, the gloves were removed and
the rewarming process was followed for eight minutes. Before each CST, the temperature of the water
was checked with a thermometer. The radiometric images were stored in a computer for later analysis.
During thermal image acquisition, the participants had their hands positioned at the approximate level
of the heart with their splayed fingers resting on a net-framed box with one hand palm up and the other
hand palm down, as shown in Figure 8. The box contained water at a temperature that afforded a welldefined thermal background. The IR camera was attached to a tripod and positioned perpendicularly
above the hands. During the measurement, participants turned their hands every 10th second.

Figure 8. The set up in studies III and IV, with the participant seated, hands resting on the net-framed box, and the
IR camera perpendicular to the hands.
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Data analysis

When you can measure what you are speaking about and express it in numbers, you know something about it…

Lord Kelvin
Popular Lectures and Addresses
1891—1894

Methods are often described as being quantitative or qualitative or being parametric or nonparametric,
and data can be either categorical or numerical, which can be seen as qualitative or quantitative data
(Altman, 1991). An important task in science is to explain an event or process that could indicate why
something occurred, which often means to point to its cause. Processes and events can have one or several
causes and a certain measurement can be used for explanation (Kerlinger & Lee, 1999). Measurements
are performed by using some kind of instrument (e.g. a ruler or a thermometer) and the result is usually
showed in two parts, a unit of measurement and a number. There are also “measurements” that produce
no “true” measurement, such as a test that leads to a fail/pass or a yes/no answer. Yet, in the procedure
that leads up to a test result, a measurement can be a part of that procedure.
In this thesis, the temperature recordings, based on the IR radiation emitted from the measured hands,
can be visualized both as pictures and numbers. Because, the measured temperature data rendered in large
amounts of data in terms of numbers, which naturally can be processed with math and analyzed with statistical methods, this was used (I-IV). Moreover, the temperature images can be visually studied (I-IV)
and analyzed (II). In a dynamic recording, the dynamic temperature profile may be examined and analyzed, but the temperature numbers can also be visually examined in terms of images or graphs being
analyzed. “Number and words are both needed if we are to understand the world” (Miles & Huberman,
1994).
The temperature recordings at CST time: baseline (Tb) cooled (Tc) and rewarming (Tf,) was used for
analysis. Furthermore, the temperature recordings were made on the palmar (TP) or/and dorsal (TD) aspect
of the hand. On each hand, 18 ROIs/hand or 9 ROIs/hand side, were used to calculate the average surface
temperature. The mean temperature and the standard deviation were calculated using the pixel values
within each ROI. This is summarized and referred to the studies (Table 2).
Table 2. Overview of analyzed data.
Interest

Study I

Study II

Study III

Study IV

Tb, Tc, Tf
TP
TD
ROIs
Healthy

x
x

x
x

18/hand
x

18/hand
x

x
x
x
9/ hand side
x

x
x
x
9/hand side
x

WF

x

Female
Male

x

x

x

x

x

x

Background statistics
The initial analysis, such as the background statistics of numerical data, used standard methods to calculate means, standard deviations (SD), and probability distributions of variables in the four studies (I-IV).
A value of p < 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant in studies I, III, and IV, and a value of
p < 0.01 was considered to be statistically significant for study II. A Person’s correlation coefficient (r)
was used to assess the relationship between repeated measurements (I).
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Least square methods were used in studies II and III. In study II the least square method was used to
find relationships between baseline (Tb) and final temperatures (Tf) and in study III it was used to evaluate
the relationship between palmar (TP) and dorsal temperatures (TD). The predictive value of these relations
were described with the adjusted coefficient of determination (ܴത ଶ), p-value, and the standard uncertainty
(u).

Bland-Altman
In studies I and III, the aim was to assess the differences between two measurements and evaluate the
agreement limits of agreement (LOA) between them, which was done with Bland-Altman plots in which
the difference of the two measurements is plotted against the mean of the two measurements (I, III). This
also permits identification of any systematic difference or outliers (Giavarina, 2015).

Probability density functions
In study IV the probability density functions (PDF) of a random variable was used in order to make the
ROC analysis described below. The measured skin temperature was regarded as the random variable and
the PDF provided the relative likelihood for different readings of the temperature. The PDF was calculated with a method known as the kernel density estimation, which is a non-parametric numerical way to
make the estimation based on all the measurements in a sample. The strength of the kernel density estimation is that it avoids making assumptions about the distribution of the data. The estimation uses a bandwidth and a smoothing function, which controls the smoothness of the resulting density curve. The shape
of the curve, which is defined by the kernel smoothing function, generates the PDF. Comparable to a
histogram, a probability distribution is made from the sample data with the function built by the kernel
distribution. In contrast to a histogram, which places the values into discrete bins, the kernel distribution
sums the component smoothing functions for each data value to produce a smooth, continuous probability
curve (MathWorks, 2017), as illustrated in Figure 9.

Figure 9. The dashed curves are the Gaussian (normal) probability distributions for each measurement. The standard deviation (width) is set to 1.5. The solid curve is the fitted PDF, which is a sum of the dashed curves. The shape
of the smaller component curves is referred to as the kernel smoothing function.

ROC
The Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) was used in study IV. The method was originally used to
analyze the reception of radio and radar signals, but in medicine, ROC analysis has been extensively used
in the evaluation of diagnostic tests (Dawson & Trapp, 2004). It is a graphical presentation of a dichotomous test, which is created by plotting the true-positive value (sensitivity) vs. the false-positive value (1specificity) at various threshold settings, as shown in Figure 10. The area under the curve (AUC) is calcu32

lated to examine the overall test accuracy. In a diagnostic test, the AUC-value is equal to the likelihood
that a randomly selected person with the disease has a higher test value than a randomly selected person
without the disease. An AUC = 1, or 100%, indicates that it is a perfect test and an AUC less than 0.5, or
50%, indicates that a random selection is better than the test.
Sensitivity defines how good a test or method is at identifying abnormality or disease, while specificity
refers to how well a test can detect healthy persons. These measures move in diverse directions. For example, for a test that always indicates an abnormality the sensitivity is 100% but the specificity is 0%.
This means that all persons, even the healthy ones, require further investigations. Equally, if every test is
reported as negative, disease would never be diagnosed, even though the specificity is perfect. Therefore,
the choice of the most correct cut-off value requires careful consideration. Depending on the severity of
the condition to be discriminated from healthy individuals, misclassification costs differ between a falsenegative and a false-positive diagnosis.
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Figure 10. The curve representing baseline skin temperature data on the dorsal side of the finger at the distal phalanges, with specificity on x and sensitivity on y. The temperature cut-off (TC) is indicated by an asterisk.

Ethical considerations
The process in this thesis complies with the principles outlined in the Declaration of Helsinki (World
Medical Association, 2013). All studies were approved by the Regional Ethics Committee in Umeå, (Dnr:
2010-119-31M for study I, and Dnr; 2010-119-31M and 2011-223-32M for studies II through IV).
In all of the studies, the approach to potential participants followed the principal of informed consent.
Every participant was given oral and written information of the aim and the procedures of the study, and
then informed that participation was voluntary and that they could withdraw at any time without explanation. They had to voluntarily consent to participate. They were also ensured confidentiality throughout the
research process.
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Results

The overall aim of this thesis was to evaluate hand skin temperature with infrared thermography in combination with CSTs to obtain a better understanding of hand skin temperature in healthy people and in
people experiencing WF.
The enclosed four studies discuss issues such as thermal variability response during cold stress tests in
repeated investigations; the specific rewarming pattern after cold provocation; the difference between the
hand’s palmar and dorsal temperatures; and evaluating skin temperatures and response to cold provocation in participants with WF and healthy participants. All four studies used an experimental approach
involving both healthy males (I-IV) and females (III-IV) and individuals with (IV) and without WF (IIV). Data were generated using dynamic infrared imaging before and after a cold provocation. The radiometric images were analyzed using image analysis and statistics.

Study I
The purpose of this study was to investigate the thermal response of a cold provocation on the palmar side
of the hand in healthy men and study the variability between days. No significant difference was shown
between two consecutive days in estimated stress level (VAS scale), diastolic blood pressure, or estimated
pain (VAS scale) during cold provocation. The result showed significant differences in systolic blood
pressure (139 ± 10 mmHg vs. 133 ± 7 mmHg, p < 0.01), heart rate (73 ± 12 vs. 65 ±12, p < 0.01), tympanic ear temperature (35.9 ± 0.7°C vs. 36.3 ± 0.6°C, p < 0.05), and outdoor temperature (5±4°C vs. 6 ±
4°C, p < 0.001).
A difference in the hand skin temperature between the two repeated investigations was found. The measured temperatures average, calculated over all ROIs and all participants, showed a higher average baseline temperature of 0.3°C on Day 2 than on Day 1. A Bland-Altman analysis for the baseline temperatures
showed that the 95% limits of agreement (LOA) were 5.8°C and -5.2°C. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the two days was r = 0.7 (p< 0.001).
After the cold provocation, the measured temperature showed the same average for the cooled hands
on both days: T1=T2=18.6°C. The Bland-Altman analysis showed LOA at 4.6°C and -4.8°C and the
Pearson’s correlation coefficient was r = 0.7 (p < 0.001).
The average final temperature was 0.8°C higher on Day 2 with LOA at 6.4°C and -5.2 °C. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient was r = 0.8 (p < 0.001).
The main findings were that: a) there were significant differences between Day 1 and Day 2 for each
of the baseline and rewarming temperatures (p < 0.05); b) the differences in temperature between the two
days (T2 – T1) are not constant over the temperature range; and c) both an intra- and inter-variability was
shown.

Study II
An aim of this study was to use investigate hand skin temperature distribution before and after a cold
provocation as well as during rewarming to identify any typical hand skin temperature rewarming characteristics. An additional aim was to investigate how baseline temperature (Tb); cooled temperature (Tc);
tympanic ear temperature; heart rate; blood pressure; stress, hand volume; relative humidity; and outdoor
temperature influence (Tf) after cold provocation.
The result showed that the two variables Tb and Tc significantly influenced Tf (p < 0.001). By contrast,
tympanic ear temperature, heart rate, blood pressure, stress, hand volume, relative humidity, and temperature had no statistically significant influence on Tf. Image analyses of all thermograms were performed to
describe the process, and each group’s rewarming patterns were observed. Using fits of normal distribu35

tion for the measured data, Tf values were divided into two groups, A and B, with a calculated boundary
at 25.4°C.
Group A was considered to demonstrate warm rewarming, since the whole hands reached a Tf approximately equal to the Tb. By contrast, Group B demonstrated cold rewarming and had whole hand Tf less
than Tb, and the Tb in Group B was approximately 5 °C lower than that in Group A In the interval 27°C <
Tb < 30°C, temperatures could have fallen into either Group A or B. In that interval, the baseline temperature was thus a poor predictor for cold or warm rewarming.
For the cooled temperature, in Group A, the predictive value of Tc for Tf was less than that of Tb in
Group A. By contrast, the predictive value of Tc was greater than that of Tb in Group B.
The measurements showed an asymmetry between the left and right hands. At baseline, the right hand
was warmer than the left hand in 82% of the measurements. The corresponding value was 69% after the
cold provocation and 71% at the final measurement. There was also intra-variability in hand skin temperature seen in individuals that were measured more than once during a 21-day period.
The main findings were that: a) two different rewarming patterns were identified, a warm rewarming
and a cold rewarming pattern, based on the distribution of temperatures, Tf =25.4°C that was chosen as
the boundary between the rewarming patterns; b) the interval 27°C < Tb < 30°C Tb was of limited use in
predicting the outcome of a cold provocation of either warm or cold rewarming; and c) the data revealed
both intra-variability and inter-variability in hand skin temperature rewarming patterns in healthy males.

Study III
This study examined the relationship between dorsal and palmar hand skin temperature before and after a
cold provocation. The result showed that the skin temperatures on the dorsal TD and TP palmar sides of
the hand were strongly correlated. The correlation was stronger on the fingers than on the carpometacarpal (CMC) area.
For the distal phalanges, the relation was found to be ܶ = (1.00 ± 0.004)ܶ + (1.2 ± 0.1) °C, with
an adjusted coefficient of determination, ܴത ଶ = 0.97. For the proximal phalanges, the relation was
ܶ = (1.00 ± 0.004)ܶ + (0.1 ± 0.1) °C with an adjusted coefficient of determination, ܴത ଶ = 0.96. For
the CMC area, the relation was ܶ = (0.88 ± 0.03)ܶ + (2.9 ± 0.7) °C, with an adjusted coefficient of
determination, ܴത ଶ = 0.69.
The palmar side of the CMC area was warmer than the dorsal side, with a temperature difference
οܶ = െ0.7 ± 0.7 °C at TP = 30 °C. At the more distal regions of the hand, this changes. In the region
close to the base of the fingers, at the proximal phalanges, this was οܶ = 0.1 ± 0.1 °C. Here, the difference between the dorsal and palmar sides is close to zero. At the most distal parts of the hand, i.e. at the
distal phalanges, this was οܶ = 1.2 ± 0.1 °C. This means that the dorsal side was warmer in the most
distal part of the hand (Figure 11). The temperature difference οܶ between the dorsal and palmar sides of
the fingers was found to be independent of the skin temperature, though οܶ on the CMC area of the hand
was temperature dependent.
The main findings were that a) the skin temperatures on the dorsal and palmar sides of the hand were
strongly correlated; b) the correlation was stronger on the fingers than on the CMC area; c) the palmar
side of the CMC area was warmer than the dorsal side, whereas this was reversed in the fingers so that the
nail bed was warmer than the finger pad; and d) the temperature difference οܶ between the dorsal and
palmar sides of the fingers was independent of the skin temperature, though οܶ on the CMC area of the
hand was temperature dependent.

Figure 11. Temperature differences οܶ = TD െ TP between the dorsal and palmar sides of the hand as determined
by a correlation analysis of TD and TP. The temperature difference on the CMC area is taken at TP =30 °C. The
dashed triangle represents the ROI on the palm.
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Study IV
The aim of this study was to evaluate dorsal and palmar hand skin temperatures measured at different
locations on the hand and at different times during a CST as discriminators between individuals with WF
and control individuals.
At baseline, the results for the distal phalanges showed that 50% of the measurements on the controls
had temperatures above 30.7°C on the dorsal side and above 28.9°C on the palmar side. Measurements of
the WF cases showed lower temperatures, where 50% of the measurements on the dorsal side fell below
25.0°C and below 24.1°C on the palmar side. The ROC analysis evaluated the distal phalanges temperature as a discriminator between WF cases and controls. For example, a cut-off at ܶ = 27.3°C, gave a
rate of true-positive WF cases at 0.67 and a rate of false-positive WF cases at 0.24. The corresponding
AUC value was 0.74.
At baseline for the proximal phalanges, the dorsal and palmar aspects showed similar temperature distributions. Here, 50% of the measurements on the controls had temperatures above 30.6°C and 50% of the
WF cases showed temperatures below 26.2°C. A cut-off at ܶ = 28.3°C for the proximal phalanges gave
a rate of true-positive WF cases at 0.71 and a rate of false-positive WF cases at 0.24. The corresponding
AUC value was 0.75.
The rewarming temperatures for the distal phalanges showed that 50% of the measurements on the
controls had temperatures above 30.0°C on the dorsal side and above 28.8°C on the palmar side. Measurements on the WF cases showed lower temperatures, and 50% of the measurements on the dorsal side
fell below 21.3°C and below 20.9°C on the palmar side, while a ܶ = 24.2°C gave equal probability for
WF cases and controls and the corresponding AUC value was 0.72.
The rewarming for the proximal phalanges, the dorsal and palmar aspects showed similar temperature
distributions. Here, 50% of the measurements on the controls had temperatures above 27.5°C and 50% of
the WF cases showed temperatures below 23.0°C and a cut of at ܶ = 25.1°C gave equal probability for
WF cases and controls. The corresponding AUC value was 0.75.
The highest rewarming temperatures were displayed on the hand CMC area and the PDF of the WF
cases and controls were overlapping. The ROC analysis of the CMC temperature as a discriminator between WF cases and controls gave a result of AUC=0.64.
The baseline οܶ between the proximal and the distal phalanges showed that in the WF cases, it was
common to find that the proximal phalanges on both sides of the hand were warmer than the distal phalanges and the PDF of the WF cases and controls are overlapping, which resulted in AUC = 0.61.
The main findings when the WF cases were compared to the controls were that : a) temperatures at
baseline were better discriminators between WF cases and controls than temperatures measured directly
after the cold-water provocation and at rewarming; b) the phalanges of the fingers were better discriminators between WF cases and controls than the CMC area of the hand; and c) temperatures on the dorsal
side of the hand, at both distal and proximal phalanges, were better discriminators between WF cases and
controls than temperatures on the palmar side.
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Discussion

The overall aim of this thesis was to generate a better understanding of the hand skin temperature variability in healthy people, to study the peripheral skin temperature distribution amongst healthy people and
people with cold WF.

The variability in healthy persons
The evaluation of hand skin temperatures revealed variability that could be seen in all four studies (I-IV)
but this was particularly analysed and discussed in study I and II. There were individuals where the measured average hand skin temperature difference varied between two measure occasions on consecutive
days (I-II). This variability was not only shown for rewarming, it was also shown for baseline temperatures (I-II). The hand skin temperature intra-variability was further seen in individuals measured on three
to four occasions in a period of time ranging from consecutive days to 21 days (II).
There were also individual fingers in the same person that demonstrated different baseline and rewarming temperatures on the same test occasion (I-II) and variability in fingers shown between different
measurement occasions (I-II). The intra-variability was also shown between left and right hand in the
same person, as one hand could demonstrate a warm rewarming pattern and the other a cold pattern on the
same measure occasion (II). This kind of left-right asymmetry was greater than 0.5°C which has been
considered as the limit for a normal skin temperature asymmetry (Uematsu, Edwin, Jankel, Kozikowski,
& Trattner, 1988). Also, Vardasca et al. (2012), reported a maximum value of thermal symmetry between
corresponding right and left sides of the extremities in healthy persons, which was 0.5 ± 0.3°C.
Even though only men were used in study I and II, in order to achieve a sample that was as homogeneous as possible, there was variability in the measured temperatures. A majority of the persons still hadn’t
reached their baseline hand skin temperature after15 minutes of rewarming (I-II). There are several external and internal factors that may have an influence on the outcome of thermal provocations of hand skin.
For instance, the ambient temperature in the study room should be held stable at e.g. 23 ± 1°C (I-IV),
participants should; not ingest alcohol during the 24 hours prior to testing (I-II); not participate in physical exertion on the test day (I-II); fast (including no coffee or tea) for two hours before testing (I-II), and
keep the hand skin clean of ointments (I-IV). Nevertheless, it is difficult to control individual physiological variability. This hand skin temperature variability as discussed above could be the result of factors
such as mental pressure, which is known to have an impact on cardio vascular response, such as elevated
heart rate and blood pressure (McKinney et al., 1985) and skin vasoconstriction (Bini, Hagbarth,
Hynninen, & Wallin, 1980), indicating difficulties in controlling the many different elements affecting
skin temperature regulation. The temperature variabilities in baseline and thermal response to cold provocation found in healthy persons (I-IV) raised questions concerning which thermal response should be seen
as normal.

The existence of warm and cold hands
A variable hand temperature is natural due to the hand skin blood circulations key role in body thermoregulation. There are many parameters that can be considered when hand skin temperature is measured, including individual health, metabolic status, time of day, season, etc. In thermography studies,
there is a common view of health and normality when it comes to hand skin temperature; that is, a healthy
skin temperature are regarded as symmetrically distributed (Mercer & de Weerd, 2014). As Mercer and
deWerd (2014) discuss, this could be looked upon in different ways. Symmetry could be seen in a bigger
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picture over a large area of interest, or, sometimes there is a need to look closer to be able to detect
asymmetry.
The two temperature rewarming patterns after cold provocation shown in study II, a cold and a warm
rewarming pattern, could be compared to the findings of Brändström et al. (2008), who classified cold
provocation responses as slow (cold), moderate (in between slow and normal rewarming), or as normal
rewarming (warm). A cold and warm thermal response pattern could also be seen in study I, as there
where two temperature clusters of final temperatures. The rewarming pattern in the warm hands reached a
final temperature close to their baseline temperatures, while cold hands were far from reaching theirs (IIV). Hand skin temperature behaviour after cold provocation is commonly described as a characteristic
type of rewarming with the start of rewarming in the fingertips (Rasmussen & Mercer, 2004).This was
particular seen in the warm rewarming group, even though this was not the case with all hands in that
group (II).
The different hand skin rewarming patterns (I-IV), with a majority of cold hands found in healthy
young males raised questions about whether the study invitation appealed more to persons who experience unusual cold than “normal” hands (I-II). Are there persons with a predominant warm rewarming
pattern and persons with a predominant cold pattern? Perhaps a cold hand skin rewarming pattern could
be seen as normal just as a warm rewarming pattern, or should it be regarded as a sign of an underlying
disorder to be detected and diagnosed? However, when investigating hand skin temperatures and assessing rewarming capability, a variety in individual peripheral thermoregulation/thermal pattern should
be considered.

The temperature at different locations
It is obvious that body temperature differs depending on which part of the body is measured. This also
applies to the hand; hand skin temperature differs depending on which part of the hand that is measured
(I-IV). In studies of hand skin temperature, it has become common to measure skin temperature on the
dorsal side of the hand, though there is a lack of studies aimed to evaluate the relationship between dorsal
and palmar hand skin temperature. However, investigations on microcirculation in both the dorsal and
palmar sides of the human fingertip revealed anatomical and microstructural differences between the
sides (Sangiorgi et al., 2004). On the palmar side, they found that capillary loops were arranged in rows
that followed the ridges of the fingerprint, whereas the capillary loops on the dorsal side were more randomly distributed (Figure 12), changing orientation and direction due to the different parts of the fingernail. In study III, the palmar side of the hand was typically warmer in the CMC area. Moving distally, this
was reversed. At the proximal phalanges, the area close to the base of the fingers, the temperature difference was close to zero, as shown in Figure 11, and the nail bed was warmer at the finger tips than the
finger pad (III). This is comparable with the findings of an active rewarming starting in the nail bed, as
reported by Rasmussen et al. (2004). In the study of Sangiorgi et al. (2004) the presence of AVAs in the
hypodermal and the dermal layer of the palmar side were frequently found. However, others have described how AVAs are numerous on the dorsal side of the fingertip and in the nailbed (H. Daanen, 1991;
Grant & Bland, 1931; Hale & Burch, 1960) In the conclusion to this study (III), a strong correlation between the hands’ dorsal and palmar temperatures points to that if not both sides of the hand could be
measured, the side of measurement should be based on the purpose of the investigation.
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Figure 12. Corrosion casts from a human finger shown with scanning electron micrographs. a) A photo of the human finger with a superimposition of a micrograph showing the structure of the superficial microvascular system
(inset), providing the basis of the 'vascular fingerprint'. b) On the fingers palmar side, rows of capillary loops follow
the ridges of the fingerprint. c) Whereas on the fingers dorsal side, the capillary loops are more randomly distributed. Inset) the superficial microvascular system shown in a high-magnification image. Permission obtained from John Wiley
& Sons © Sangiorgi, S. et al. Microvascularization of the human digit as studied by corrosion casting. J. Anat. 204, 123–131 (2004). Reprinted
by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: [NATURE REVIEWS RHEUMATOLOGY]. (Flavahan, N. A vascular mechanistic approach to
understanding Raynaud phenomenon. Copyright (2014).

Differences between WF and controls
In a thermography study comparing skin temperatures on different sides of feet, thermal symmetry was
reported despite that the measurements were performed on persons without further preparations than resting for approximately 20 minutes (Macdonald et al., 2016). This was similar to the investigations in study
IV, which was performed with persons in any time of the day from 7 am–21.30 pm, with less notice of
preparations before test, it was just noted in each person’s test protocol what kind of activities that had
been carried out, if they were using nicotine or not, the tests were able to distinguish between healthy
persons and persons experienced WF (IV).
However, there were those with WF that showed hand skin temperatures similar to those in healthy
people and vice versa. If the temperature of the hand skin is the purpose for examination and not the dynamics, then baseline temperatures of distal phalanges are the most effective for discriminating WF from
healthy people. The findings clearly indicate that baseline hand skin temperatures discriminate individuals
with symptoms of WF from healthy individuals.

Automatically and manually performed ROI statistics
There are different study protocols to perform studies on skin temperature with IR thermography depending on the nature of the study. This was the case in the studies comprising this thesis, in which two studies
(I-II) examined an automatic detection of ROIs for calculation of their average temperatures. In the two
other studies (III-IV), the radiometric images were analyzed and the ROIs were manually positioned on
the hands and fingers. Both designs have their advantages and disadvantages. In research, it is preferable
to use software in which the location and size of the region of interest can be manually chosen. With a
clinical or business perspective, this will probably be too time-consuming and expensive. When larger
populations are to be studied, it saves time and cost to use software that automatically detects ROIs and
calculates the statistics.

Different tissue emissivity and temperature reading accuracy
When IR techniques are used to measure hand skin temperature, the emissivity level should be set at the
level for human skin, which is ߝ =0.98, in order to obtain a correct temperature reading. If the emissivity
level in the IR camera is set at a lower level when measuring skin temperature, a higher temperature value
will be reported and vice versa. The emissivity level differed between study, I-II and II-IV, which mean
that these cannot be compared based on absolute temperatures. The human skin emissivity has been
known since the beginning of the 20th century (Hardy, 1934a; Hardy, 1934b) and this has also been later
confirmed (Steketee, 1973). The emissivity level for other human tissues such as the nail is still unknown;
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however, a possible emissivity difference between healthy and unhealthy nails has been suggested (Villaseñor-Mora, Vega, Garay-Sevilla, Padilla-Medina, & Arteaga-Murillo, 2013). If the goal is to achieve
precise measurements with absolute temperatures must be considered.
Another consideration regarding emissivity is surface curvature, which is described as being a part of
the value of a surface emissivity (Lahiri, Bagavathiappan, Jayakumar, & Philip, 2012). One way to counteract the fact that the measured hand skin temperature will be affected by this is to choose ROIs big
enough to get as many temperature pixel values as possible in order to calculate the average temperature
on the targeted area, yet small enough to avoid the borders of the hand and fingers, which was made in
study IV. Høiland, deWerd and Mercer (2014) used a ROI straight along the fingers for calculation of the
average temperature, which can be another way to avoid this issue or to examine a difference such as a
distal–proximal difference,
An additional issue to discuss is the sensitivity and accuracy of the IR camera temperature reading.
The cameras used in the studies were different models from FLIR® (FLIR Systems, Inc., Wilsonville, OR,
USA) and all cameras were calibrated by FLIR Systems AB in Täby, Sweden. Four different models were
used and the manufacturer specifies an accuracy of ±2°C or ±2% for two of them and an accuracy of ±1 °
C or ±1% for the other two. Since the cameras have a sensitivity of less than 0.05°C, they are more accurate for registrations of temperature differences than for the registration of absolute temperatures. In order
to have control over the temperature readings, the cameras were repeatedly checked against a container
filled with water at 20 ± 0.5°C, which was continuously monitored with a digital thermometer (III-IV).
This makes the use of temperature differences as in Pauling (2011) more advantageous, which in turn
cause an extra calibration to become not as important.

Cold provocations
Cold provocations have often been used to explore physiological responses to thermal challenge and investigate thermal responses to cold provocations (Koman, Nunley, Goldner, Seaber, & Urbaniak, 1984).
Water is often used for such purposes. Bare hands provoked with water at 10°C with could be seen as a
quite a tough cooling procedure. Reporting no pain during such a provocation could be questioned. It
could be experienced as unpleasant and might be somewhat emotionally stressful, thus affecting peripheral hand skin blood circulation. This could also have had an impact on the thermal response variability, as
seen in Study I. The use of temperatures at baseline and after rewarming had similar AUC values. This
means that the significance of cold provocation can be discussed, especially since the temperatures directly after cold provocation cannot be used as discriminators between WF cases and controls. Though, colder provocation temperatures than 20°C or even colder than 10°C have been reported as being of higher
diagnostic value of There has been reported that Others have also shown that cold provocation did not
improve discrimination between PRP and SRP (Pauling et al., 2011). It is also thought to be generally
more informative to study hand skin temperature with dynamic infrared imaging without the use of a
preceding thermal challenge, as it displays physiology under undisturbed situations (Anbar, 2013).
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Conclusions and implications

A common thread in this thesis has been the use of IR thermography to evaluate hand skin temperatures.
The studies included in this thesis contribute new knowledge concerning hand skin temperature distribution between the palmar and dorsal sides of the hand, in healthy people and in people experiencing WF.
General findings:
x Great variability of CST response
x Warm and cold response to CST could be found
x The response to CST of palmar and dorsal side is closely related
x Baseline temperature is adequate for identifying WF

One ambition is that IR thermography shall be used in a wider context of different professions as a supplementary method and replace some older methods that are becoming obsolete within healthcare.
Examining people in their habitual condition would be the best way to perform hand skin temperature
studies.
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SUMMARY
The thermal response in hands provoked by cold water was investigated with infrared thermography. In 26 healthy young men, the
response of hand skin temperature to cold water provocation was measured twice on consecutive days. An infrared thermographic
camera was used and data were processed in real time. The software divides each hand into 18 predefined regions of interest (ROI).
The average temperature in each ROI was stored every 10th second. Baseline hand skin temperature was recorded for two minutes.
The bare hands were then immersed for 30 seconds in water at 10°C ± 0.5°C and carefully dried. Thereafter, the cooled and final hand
skin temperature was measured. The baseline showed a higher average temperature of 0.3°C on day 2 and the 95% limits of
agreement (LOA) were -5.2-5.8, the cooled average temperatures showed no significant difference between the two days (LOA:
-4.8-4.6) and the average final hand skin temperature was 0.8°C higher on day 2 (LOA: -5.2-6.4). In conclusion, there was variability
between the two measurements, small differences in the temperature response to the reaction to cold-water provocation - probably
due to Day 1 stress factor.
KEY WORDS: Infrared thermography; cold induced; hand skin temperature; vascular response
WÄRMEVERHALTEN DER HÄNDE GESUNDER JUNGER MÄNNER NACH KALTWASSERTEST
Das Wärmeverhalten der Hände nach einem Kaltwassertest wurde mittels Infrarot-Thermographie untersucht. Bei 26 gesunden
jungen Männern wurde die Reaktion der Hauttemperatur der Hände auf ein Tauchbad im kalten Wasser an zwei aufeinander folgenden Tagen gemessen. Die Temperaturdaten wurden mit einer Infrarot-Thermographie-Kamera erfasst und in Echtzeit verarbeitet Das Software-Programm definierte an jeder Hand vordefinierten Messregionen (ROI). Die durchschnittliche Temperatur in
jeder ROI wurde jede 10. Sekunde gespeichert. Die Ausgangswerte der Hauttemperatur wurden zwei Minuten lang aufgenommen.
Die bloßen Händen wurden dann für 30 Sekunden in Wasser bei 10° C ± 0,5 ° C getaucht und danach sorgfältig getrocknet. Die
Hauttemperatur wurde unmittelbar nach erfolgter Abkühlung gemessen und die endgültige Handtemperatur wurde während den
letzten 2 Minuten der Wiedererwärmung bestimmt.. Die durchschnittlichen Ausgangstemperaturen waren am Tag 2 um 0,3 ° C höher als am Vortag und der 95 prozentige Bereich der Übereinstimmung (LOA) wurde zwischen -5.2 -und +5.8 °C berechnet. Die
Temperatur nach Abkühlung zeigte keinen signifikanten Unterschied zwischen den beiden Tagen (LOA: - 4,8 -bis +4,6 °C) und die
durchschnittliche endgültige Hauttemperatur der Hand lag am 2.Tag um 0,8 ° C über der Temperatur des 1. Tages (LOA: -5.2 bis
+ 6,4°C). Zusammenfassend, fanden sich zwischen den beiden Messungen kleine Unterschiede in der Temperatur-Antwort auf den
Kaltwassertest - möglicherweise aufgrund eines erhöhten Stressfaktors am 1 Untersuchungstag.
SCHLÜSSELWÖRTER: Infrarot-Thermographie; kältebedingt, Handtemperatur; Gefäßreaktion
Thermology international 2015, 25(2) 48-53

Introduction
In healthcare, predominantly in medical research, non-invasive
methods like infrared thermography [1-5] have been used
for decades to study circulation to the skin e.g. the skin on
the feet and hands.
In 1934 James D. Hardy presented that the skin of humans
almost behaved like a perfect black body [6] and became
one of the first to develop a device that measured skin temperature through infrared radiation emitted by the human
body [7]. In infrared thermography a thermal imaging camera is used to record temperatures through this radiation
[8]. During the late fifties and the early sixties one of the
first cameras for medical imaging was used in Great Britain
[9]. The thermal image reflects the underlying circulation
[10-13]. Processes that lead to changes in circulation, such
as vasospasm with whitening fingers (i.e., Raynaud's phe-
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nomenon) [14], can be studied and diagnosed with this
method [4, 10, 15, 16]. Vasospasm can appear when hands/
fingers are exposed to cold provocation [17]. Furthermore,
the thermal response seen on the skin of hands and fingers
after a cold provocation is affected by gender and hormonal status [18]. Infrared thermography has also been
used to study scleroderma, malignant melanoma, vibration injuries, and nerve injuries, as well as for the preoperative identification of perforators at breast reconstruction and in sports medicine [19-24]. The technological developments and computerization of data management
have in recent years led to significant improvement, and the
cameras have become less expensive and easier to handle
[25-27]. The methods for cold provocation used in various
types of examinations are different [28-31].The use of cold
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provocation for the investigation of Raynaud´s phenomenon has been evaluated and also questioned [32]. Water has
been used in many studies for cooling [33] but other cooling methods such as fan cooling have been used [34]. Considerable research has been devoted to study the reaction to
cold provocation among people suffering from e.g. the diseases described above and less attention has been paid to
study the reaction among healthy individuals.
The aim of the present study was to examine the thermal
response of the palmar aspect of the hands in healthy
young men provoked by cold water and to study the variability in repeated investigation between two days.

Materials and Methods
An invitation was sent to male students at Luleå University
of Technology to recruit healthy 20- to 30- year-old and
not using nicotine participants. Participants with a history
of thermal injuries, significant hand injuries, or symptoms
of circulation disorders such as whitening fingers (vasospasm) were excluded from the study. In response, 84 students registered their interest. All these students were invited to take part in the investigation. 34 students fulfilled
the inclusion criteria and were suited to participate. All participants were given verbal and written information about
the test procedure and how to prepare themselves for the
test: no alcohol during the 24 hours prior to testing, no
physical exertion on the test day, and fasting (including no
coffee or tea) during the two hours before testing. The participants were instructed to follow the same procedure before both test occasions. The study protocol followed the
principles of the Helsinki Declaration [35] and participants
gave their informed consent through written approval. The
study was approved by the Regional Ethical Review Board
in Umeå (No.2010-119-31M).
The data were collected on two occasions on consecutive
days in April and May. Each participant was tested at the
same time of the day to avoid any possible confounding effects of circadian variations. Measurements were conducted in a quiet room without windows and with an
ambient temperature of 23°C ± 1 °C. To avoid draft, the
test room door was held closed during the test. Prior to the
test the participants rested for at least 30 minutes in a
nearby room with the same temperature as the test room.
The participants' age (years) was noted, along with initial
values of blood pressure (mmHg), heart rate (beats/minute), tympanic ear temperature (°C), and their estimated
stress level on a VAS scale (where 1 indicated no stress at all
and 10 indicated the worst stress imaginable). Furthermore, the outdoor temperature (°C) was noted. The measurements were conducted by one experienced operator
assisted by two other researchers.

28-31, 36] and the findings in a pilot study [37]. During the
cold-water provocation, the participants were asked twice
to estimate their hand/finger pain on the VAS (Visual Analog Scale; 1 indicated no pain at all, and 10 indicated the
worst pain imaginable): at 10 seconds and when the coldwater immersion ended, at 30 seconds. After cooling the
hands were carefully dried with paper towels. Finally, the
palmar aspect of the dried hands was measured using
thermography while rewarming for 15 minutes.
An infrared thermographic camera FLIR® A320 (FLIR
Systems, Inc. Wilsonville, OR, USA) was used. The camera
has an uncooled microbolometer focal plane array detector
with an image resolution of 320 × 240 pixels. The emissivity
level was set at 0.95. The infrared thermographic camera
provides valid reproducible temperature values of a known
surface temperature with a margin of error of ± 2°C [38].
The camera was calibrated before use by FLIR Systems AB,
Täby, Sweden.
The camera was connected to a computer, and the data
were processed in real time by software written in Lab
View® (Laboratory Virtual Instrumentation Engineering Workbench, National Instruments Corp., Austin,
TX, USA). During the measurements the researchers guided
the participants in keeping their hands as still as they possible could. The software used an edge detection algorithm
to locate the position and shape of the hands, in order to
prevent movement artifacts. In real time the software divided each hand into 18 predefined regions of interest
(ROI): four on each palm and one on each phalange of the
fingers, as illustrated in Figure 1. The palmar aspect of the
hand was used since cold injuries have been reported from
various body sites e.g. injuries in skin areas such as fingertips and the palm of the hand due to bare hand skin contact
with cold surfaces [39]. In addition, the palmar aspect has
been used in previous studies [40]. The average temperature was calculated in each ROI and stored every 10th second. The thermal processes were followed on a monitor,
Figure 1
A thermogram on the palm side is illustrated. After removing
the halo on the border, the hand was divided into 18 predefined
ROIs. The numbering is shown for the right hand. Observe
that the equipment shows a mirrored image. The ROIs are
located on corresponding positions on the left hand. On the
fingers the ROIs are roughly 200 pixels. On the hand, they are
larger.

Each measurement started with a two-minute registration
of baseline hand skin temperature. Then bare hands were
immersed to the ulnar styloid level for 30 seconds in water
at 10.0°C ± 0.5°C. The test procedure i.e. temperature and
immersing time were chosen based on previous research [4,
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Statistical analysis
Data analysis was conducted in Excel® and Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences 21.0 (SPSS® IBM, Armonk,
NY, USA). Standard methods were used to calculate means,
standard deviations (SD), and 95% confidence intervals
(CI). Pearson's correlation coefficient (r) was used to compare the correlations between measurements. For numerical scale values, parametric methods were used. Mostly
parametric statistics were used, but when data were skewed,
nonparametric statistics were used. A value of P < 0.05 was
regarded as statistically significant. Bland-Altman plots
were used to assess the day-today (test and retest) intra-individual variability.

Results
Figure 2.
Participant with hands inserted through the screen, directed
ltoward the infrared thermographic camera.

and three thermal images were saved during the process
(baseline, cooled, and final temperature).
In order to examine the variability of the thermal response
of the hands comparisons of temperatures Day 1 and Day
2 were made. These comparisons were made on each ROI
at the baseline, directly after cooling, during rewarming,
and at the end of the rewarming. The baseline temperature
was taken as an average during two minutes before cooling.
The temperature directly after cooling was taken as the first
measurement directly after the cold-water provocation.
The final temperature for every ROI was calculated as an
average during the last two minutes of rewarming.
During the measurements, the participants were seated in a
resting position behind a screen placed in front of the camera, as illustrated in Figure 2. They inserted their hands
through two holes in the screen. Their hands were held at
heart level with the palms and splayed fingers directed toward the camera. The screen had a temperature of 11°C ±
1°C which gave a well-defined background and protected
the camera from reading any disturbing temperature radiation from the participant's body.

Of the 34 participants entering the study, six did not manage to make the tests on consecutive days due to lecture
schedule change; one could not complete the test due to
personal reasons. These seven participants were excluded.
One participant was excluded because he had taken anti-inflammatory drugs. Thus, 26 participants with a mean age
of 23 ± 2 years completed the study correctly.
No significant difference between the two test days was
found in estimated stress level, diastolic blood pressure, or
pain estimation during the cold-water provocation. Significant differences were found in the systolic blood pressure
(139 ± 10 mmHg vs. 133 ± 7 mmHg, p < 0.01), heart rate
(73 ± 12 vs.65 ± 12, p < 0.01), tympanic ear temperature
(35.9°C ± 0.7°C vs. 36.3°C ± 0.6°C, p < 0.05), and outdoor
temperature (5°C ± 4°C vs. 6°C ± 4°C, p < 0.001).).
The measurements of baseline temperatures on Day 1
gave an average of T 1 = 26.4°C, when calculated over all
ROIs and all participants. The corresponding value Day 2
was T 2= 26.7°C. This means that Day 2 showed a higher
average baseline temperature of 0.3°C when compared
with Day 1. From the Bland-Altman plot in Figure 3 it can
be seen that the 95% limits of agreement (LOA) are 5.8°C
and -5.2°C for the baseline temperatures. The Pearson's
correlation coefficient between the two days was r = 0.7 (p
< 0.001).
Directly after the cold water provocation the measurements
of temperatures gave the same average of T 1 =T 2= 18.6°C

Table 1
Hand skin thermal distribution, calculated over all ROIs and all participants, presented as: Average temperature values T (°C),
Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) and Limits of Agreement (LOA) before provocation (baseline), after cold provocation (cooled)
and at the end of measurement (final).
T 1 (C°)

T 2 (C°)

r

T 1 - T2

LOA (°C)

Baseline

26.4

26.7

0.7***

0.3

-5.2 – 5.8

Cooled

18.6

18.6

0.7 ***

0

-4.8 – 4.6

Final

22.3

23.1

0.8***

0.8

-5.2 – 6.4

*** p <0.0001
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on Day 1 and Day 2, when calculated over all ROIs and all
participants. This means that there was no difference in the
average skin temperature of the cooled hands between the
two days.The Bland-Altman plot show LOA at 4.6°C and
-4.8°C, see in Figure 4, and the Pearson's correlation coefficient was r = 0.7 (p < 0.001).

Figure 3. Bland-Altman plot of baseline temperatures on day 1,
T1, and day 2, T2. 936 different ROIs are shown (26 participants, 2 hands per participant, and 18 ROIs per hand). The
three solid lines represent the mean and ± 1.96 SD. The total
variation is due to intra- and inter-individual variations. These
variations are indicated by the coloring of the ROIs of three
participants. Participant 1 is shown in green, Participant 2 in
blue, and Participant 3 in red.

The average final hand skin temperature was T 1= 22.3°C on
Day 1. The corresponding value on Day 2 was T 2= 23.1°C,
meaning that the average final hand skin temperature was
0.8°C higher on Day 2 with LOA at 6.4°C and -5.2 °C. The
Pearson's correlation coefficient was r = 0.8 (p < 0.001) as
can be seen in Figure 5.
The data presented above for baseline, cooled and final
temperature values are summarized in Table 1. The hand
skin temperature data showed significant differences between Day 1 and Day 2 for each of the baseline and final
temperatures (p < 0.05). As indicated in Figures 3, 4 and 5 it
is not possible to correlate the ROI position in the hand
with the measured temperature. Some participants had
high temperatures on all ROIs, other had low temperatures
on all ROIs, and still other had some ROIs with high temperatures and some with low. The difference in temperature between the two days (T2 - T1) is not constant over the
temperature range. In the Bland-Altman plot, Figure 3, it is
possible to see that the variability in difference was largest
for the cold ROIs and smallest for the warm ROIs.

Discussion

Figure 4. Bland-Altman plot of cooled temperatures on day 1,
T1, and day 2, T2. 936 different ROIs are shown (26 participants, 2 hands per participant, and 18 ROIs per hand). The
three solid lines represent the mean and ± 1.96 SD. The total
variation is due to intra- and inter-subject variations. These
variations are indicated by the coloring of the ROIs of three
participants. Participant 1 is shown in green, Participant 2 in
blue, and Participant 3 in red.

Figure 5. Bland-Altman plot of final temperatures on day 1,
T1, and day 2, T2. 936 different ROIs are shown (26 participants, 2 hands per participant, and 18 ROIs per hand). The
three solid lines represent the mean and ± 1.96 SD. The total
variation is due to intra- and inter-subject variations. These
variations are indicated by the coloring of the ROIs of three
participants. Participant 1 is shown in green, Participant 2 in
blue, and Participant 3 in red.

In the present study, infrared thermography was used to examine the thermal response of the palmar aspect of hand
skin to cold-water provocation. It was found that the cooling procedure used in this study showed a small difference
in the response between two repeated experiments.
There were differences between some of the basic physiologic measurements between the two days. These measurements were used to quantify the individual basic physiological status. Both baseline hand skin temperature and
tympanic ear temperature were found to be slightly lower
on Day 1 than on Day 2. In addition, the participants had
higher systolic blood pressure and higher heart rates on
Day 1 than they had on Day 2. These systematic differences
might indicate a higher level of stress among the participants on the first measurement day, even though the VAS
evaluation did not show this. The statistically significant
differences in systolic blood pressure between days may
not be of clinical importance but it indicates a more stressful situation on day 1. Mental stress is known to have an impact on cardiovascular responses, such as elevated heart
rate and elevated blood pressure [41]. The intra-individual
variability seen in our study indicates an effect of stress that
could be compared with the stress-induced skin vasoconstriction described by Delius et al [42] and with the skin
temperature changes described by Fagius and Traversa
[43]. As previously reported [44, 45], mental stress can lead
to sympathetic cardiovascular responses, such as transient
skin vasoconstriction. In the present study the VAS evaluation showed no significant difference between the two days
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regarding stress as estimated by the participants, a finding
that raises questions about the possible impact of an unconscious increased level of stress facing an unknown situation that may have resulted in colder hand skin temperatures on Day 1.
The Figures 3-5 illustrate the test-retest temperature variability in our study. This can be compared with previous investigations that demonstrated intra- and inter-individual
skin temperature variability [46] and Zaproudina et al [47]
showed that the variability was greater in the distal areas.
The temperature variability seen in the present study owes
mainly to the biological variability and not to the measurement technique and equipment. First, the baseline variability of ± 5°C is greater than the camera's margin of measurement error. This indicates that the measurement error is
small compared to the individual physiological or biological variability in thermoregulation. Second, an experimental design that minimized potential systematic errors was
used. There was an alternation between Day 1 and Day 2
measurements during the investigation period-that is, on
the same day both Day 1 and Day 2 measurements were
performed, but on different subjects. The participants were
seated behind a screen with a temperature of 11°C this
might have had an effect, but the test situation was the same
on both measurement days. This allows us to interpret the
dominance of warmer temperatures on Day 2 seen at baseline (Figure 3) and final temperatures (22.3°C vs. 23.1°C) as
an effect of individual physiology or biology. In the present
study, even if the participants had been informed about the
test procedure it is possible that the first day of testing
might have had a stress impact and at the second day of
testing they knew more accurately what would happen and
could be more relaxed. This is supported by Fagius et al [48]
who described intra-individual physiological variability although a relaxed environment for their experiment situation had being sought. The use of cold provocation in
standardised test methods for vascular function (finger
rewarming) has been questioned. It has been suggested
that the use of cold water temperatures e.g. 10°C could improve the ability to distinguish between healthy individuals
and individuals having whitening fingers [49].
In order to achieve a sample that was as homogeneous as
possible, only men was used in this study; nevertheless, it is
impossible to fully control the individual physiological and
biological variability. The hand skin temperature variability
seen in the present study could be the result of factors such
as mental pressure, time of day, season, physical activity,
and food intake indicating difficulties in controlling the
many different elements affecting skin temperature regulation. The participants' thermal response in the present
study raise questions of which thermal response should be
seen as normal and if there are different groups to be seen
as normal hand skin temperature - further investigations
has to be done on larger populations.
In conclusion, there was variability, small temperature differences in the response to cold-water provocation – probably due to Day 1 stress factor – between the two measurements.
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Hand skin temperature - are there warm and cold rewarming
patterns after cold stress test?
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SUMMARY
In 116 thermographic measurements of 66 healthy male participants, 44 of whom were measured at least twice, hand skin
temperature distributions before and after a cold stress test (CST) were examined to identify any typical characteristics of
hand skin rewarming. On each hand, measurements from 18 regions of interest recorded every 10 s were used to calculate
the surface average temperature. Temperatures at baseline (Tb), directly after cooling (Tc), and after 15 min of rewarming
(Tf) were used for comparison and the averages of each finger, palm, and hand were analyzed. Using fits of normal distribution for the measured data, final hand skin temperatures were divided into two groups, A and B, with a calculated
boundary at 25.4 °C. Digital analyses of all thermograms were performed to describe the process, and each group's
rewarming patterns were observed. Group A was considered to demonstrate warm rewarming, since the whole hands
reached a Tf approximately equal to the Tb. By contrast, Group B demonstrated cold rewarming and had whole hand Tf
less than Tb. The predictive value of Tc was lower than that of Tb in Group A, whereas the opposite occurred in Group B.
Altogether, the findings suggest different hand skin temperature rewarming patterns in healthy males.
KEYWORDS: Cold stress test, warm hands, cold hands, vascular response, peripheral circulation
GIBT NACH ES EINEM KALTWASSERTEST “WARME” UND “KALTE” WIEDERERWÄRMUNGSMUSTER
DER HANDTEMPERATUR?
Bei 116 thermografischen Messungen an 66 gesunden Männern, von denen 44 mindestens zweimal gemessen wurden,
wurden Verteilung der Hauttemperatur an den Händen vor und nach einem Kaltwassertest (CST) untersucht, um
typischen Merkmale der Wiedererwärmung zu identifizieren. In 18 Messarealen an jeder Hand wurden alle 10 s
Messungen durchgeführt, um die durchschnittliche Oberflächentemperatur berechnen zu können. Die Temperaturen
am Beginn (Tb), direkt nach dem Abkühlen (Tc) und nach 15 min dauernder Wiedererwärmung (Tf) wurden verglichen
und die Durchschnittswerte der einzelnen Finger, der Handfläche und der gesamten Hand wurden analysiert. Nach
Überprüfung der Daten auf Normalverteilung, wurden die Endtemperaturen der Hand entsprechend einem berechneten
Grenzwert von 25,4 ° C zwei Gruppen, A und B, aufgeteilt. Alle Thermogramme wurde computerbasiert analysiert, um
den Prozess zu beschreiben, der bei der Wiedererwärmung in jeder Gruppe beobachtet wurde. Gruppe A wurde als
"warme" Wiedererwärmung bezeichnet, da die Ausgangstemperaturen (Tb) und die Endtemperaturen (Tf) der Hände
annähernd gleich waren. Im Gegensatz dazu, zeigte Gruppe B eine "kalte" Wiedererwärmung, die durch eine niedrigere
Tf als Tb gekennzeichnet ist. In der Gruppe A war der prädiktive Wert von Tc für Tf geringer als der von Tb, während in
Gruppe B Tc genauer als Tb die Endtemperatur voraussagte. Insgesamt lassen die Ergebnisse auf unterschiedliche Muster der Wiedererwärmung der Hand bei gesunden Männern schließen.
SCHLÜSSELWÖRTER: Kaltwassertest, warme Hände, kalte Hände, Gefäßreaktion, periphere Zirkulation
Thermology international 2016, 26(3) 81-87

Introduction
Environmental temperature is an important factor of people's well-being and ability to work. For example, working
in cold conditions is challenging, since a person's ability to
use his or her hands as efficient tools, given their tactile sensitivity and dexterity, depends on the temperature of the
hands and fingers [1-3].
The skin temperature of hands and fingers has been studied for decades, in both health care and in medical research,
largely with non-invasive methods such as infrared thermography (IRT) [4], and it is well known that thermal images
reflect the underlying circulation [5-9]. Changes in circulation due to processes such as vasospasm with whitened fingers-that is, Raynaud's phenomenon (RP)-can also be studied with IRT [10-12]. Vasospasm can appear when hands

are subjected to cold stress tests (CST) [13], often performed by immersing the hands in cold water [12], in order
to assess and discriminate normal and dysfunctional rewarming in vascular disorders such as RP and hand-arm vibration syndrome (HAVS) [14].
Gatt et al. [15] used thermography to determine normal
skin temperature patterns for the feet and hands. For the
hands, they found that the thumb was the warmest finger,
as well as observed a temperature gradient of a difference
of more than 1.5 °C from the index to little finger.
Gasser et al. [16] found that individuals with anamnestic
complaints of cold hands demonstrated a lower baseline
hand skin temperature than individuals in a control group.
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The former's unaltered potential to recover furthermore
distinguished them from patients with RP, in contrast to results in another study, which suggested that a low baseline
skin temperature can serve as a predictor of RP [17].
Hand skin temperatures of less than 29 °C have been proposed to signify cold hands and those greater than 29 °C to
signify warm hands [18]. At the same time, other research
has shown that hand skin thermal response in healthy individuals varies from day to day [19].
Brändström et al. [20] have classified cold recovery responses in hands as normal, moderate, and slow rewarming, based on the fingers' 30-min recovery temperature in
°C and the difference between fingertip and finger-base
temperatures. In another study [21], they defined normal
rewarming in the hands as recovery from cold within 15
min and slow rewarming when recovery was prolonged.
In general, literature on the topic shows different approaches to studying hand skin temperature and cold
rewarming responses. Accordingly, the aim of this study
was to use IRT to examine hand skin temperature distribution before and after a CST, as well as during rewarming, in
order to identify any typical characteristics of hand skin
temperature rewarming. An additional aim was to investigate how baseline temperature, cooled temperature, tympanic ear temperature, heart rate, blood pressure, stress,
hand volume, relative humidity, and outdoor temperature
influence outcomes following the CST.

Materials and Methods
Data collection was performed during April and May in
both 2012 and 2013. Measurements were taken in a silent,
windowless room with an ambient temperature of 23 ± 1 °C.
An infrared (IR) camera (FLIR® A320, FLIR Systems,
Inc., Wilsonville, OR, USA) with an image resolution of
320 × 240 pixels and thermal sensitivity of <0.05 °C at +30 °C
was used. Emissivity was set to 0.95. Before use, the camera
was calibrated by FLIR Systems AB in Täby, Sweden.
To obtain as homogeneous a sample as possible and avoid
potential hormone-induced micro vascular or circulatory
impact [22], we recruited healthy 20- to 30-year-old males
as participants. Invitations were sent to all male students at
Luleå University of Technology, 137 of whom registered
their interest and were thus sent instructions for participating. Exclusion criteria were tobacco use, a history of thermal injuries, significant hand injuries, or symptoms of
circulation disorders (e.g., whitening fingers), which left
67 participants (mean age 23 ± 3 years) for the sample.
Participants were measured more than once, if possible; 22
were measured once, 39 twice, and five at least three times.
Oral and written information about the testing procedure was provided to all participants, who prepared by
not drinking alcohol for 24 h prior to testing, by not engaging in physical exercise on the test day, and by fasting and
not drinking either coffee or tea for 2 h before testing. One
participant did not follow the instruction to not engage in
physical exercise for the second measurement and was thus
excluded from the study.
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Prior to the test, participants rested for at least 30 min in a
nearby room with the same temperature as the testing
room. Participants' age, height, weight, and hand volume
were recorded, along with their initial blood pressure, heart
rate, tympanic ear temperature, handedness, and estimated
stress level on a 10-point VAS scale (1 = No stress at all, 10
= Worst stress imaginable). The outdoor temperature was
also recorded.e
In total, measurements for 232 hands wre taken. On each
hand, 18 regions of interest were used to calculate the average surface temperature and recorded every 10 s, as in previous research [19] and as shown in Figure 4 a. Temperatures at baseline (Tb), directly after cooling (Tc) and after 15 min of rewarming (Tf) were used for comparison. Tb
was recorded as the average of 12 temperature measurements taken during 2 min prior to the CST, Tc as the first
measurement directly after the CST, and Tf as an average
during the last 2 min of measurement in the same way as
for Tb; Tb, Tc, and Tf were similarly analyzed for each finger,
palm, and hand. An average of the ROIs in each of these
regions was calculated. Digital analyses of all thermograms were performed in order to describe the process.
The camera was turned on at least 30 min before measurements were taken. The water temperature was continuously
monitored with a digital thermometer and controlled with
a mercury thermometer before each CST, which was preceded with baseline measurements. For each CST, the participant's bare hands were immersed to styloid level in
water at a temperature of 10 ± 0.5 °C for 30 s and then carefully dried. During measurements, participants were seated
behind a screen placed in front of the camera; their hands
were inserted into two holes in the screen and held at heart
level, with palms and splayed fingers directed toward the
camera positioned 65-67 cm from the hands. The screen
had a lower temperature than any hand temperature following the CST, which afforded a well-defined background
and protected the camera from reading any disturbing temperature radiation from the participant's body. Participants
were instructed to keep their hands as motionless as possible during measurements; an edge detection algorithm reduced movement artifacts and recognized the hand and
fingers. In all, the CST procedure was similar to that used in
a previous study [19].
Data analysis
Data analysis was conducted with Microsoft Excel®, the
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences version 21.0
(IBM, Armonk, NY, USA), and MATLAB® 2014b (Math
Works, Inc., Natick, MA, USA). As an initial analysis of
the data, background statistics and probability distributions of variables were examined. The probability distribution of the final temperature, Tf, was particularly analyzed,
since it was regarded as an outcome following the CST. A
value of p < .001 was considered to be statistically significant.
To determine how different variables influenced Tf, nonparametric regression based on ordinary least squares was
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used. As such, the relationships were not assumed to have a
predetermined functional form, but were constructed according to information derived from the data. To describe
the predictive value of the relationships, the adjusted coefficient of determination (R²), p-value, and standard
uncertainty (u) of the coefficients were calculated.
Images were exported to MATLAB®. For thermograms, a
rainbow palette was used together with a temperature scale.
Digital analysis was performed mostly by the first and third
authors. To describe how skin temperature was distributed,
digital images were viewed several times by the first and
third authors and controlled by the second and fifth authors.

measurements furthermore show that Tf < Tb, as also clear
from Equation 2. As an example, Tb of 28 °C yielded a Tf
of 22 °C.
Figure 2 shows that for Tb < 27 °C, measurements fell into
Group B (i.e., cold rewarming), whereas for Tb > 30 °C,
most measurements fell into Group A (i.e., warm re- warming). In the interval 27 °C < Tb < 30 °C, temperatures could

Ethics
The study followed the principles of the Declaration of
Helsinki [23], and participants gave their informed, written
consent. The Regional Ethical Review Board in Umeå approved the study (nos.2010-119-31M and 2011-223-32M).

Results
Figure 1 shows the probability distribution of the final
hand skin temperature, Tf, for the 232 measurements; the
complete dataset can be described as a superposition of
two distributions. Using fits of normal distribution to the
measured data, Tf values were divided into two groups, A
and B, with a calculated boundary at 25.4 °C. Group A, with
Tf > 25.4 °C, was classified as warm rewarming, whereas
Group B, with Tf < 25.4 °C, was classified as cold rewarming.

Figure 1
Final temperatures, Tf, of hands (n = 232); curves (A) and (B) represent fits of normal distributions to the measured data. The
distribution can be divided into two groups, A and B, with a
boundary at 25.4 °C.

As Figures 2 and 3 show, the two variables that significantly
(p < .001) influenced Tf were Tb and Tc. By contrast, tympanic ear temperature, heart rate, blood pressure, stress,
hand volume, relative humidity and outdoor temperature
had no statistically significant influence on Tf. Analyses of
the influence on Tf in Groups A and B were made separately.
Baseline temperature
Figure 2 shows the relationship between Tf and Tb, which
in Group A was
Tf = 0.68 Tb + 8.9 °C

(1)

with p << 0.001 and an adjusted coefficient of determination R² = 0.33. Measurements show that the final temperature (Tf) was approximately equal to the baseline
temperature (Tb) as clear from
Equation 1, which shows Tf = Tb at 27.8 °C and is thus in
the measurement interval. In Group B, the relationship between Tf and Tb was
Tf = 0.66 Tb + 3.6 °C

(2)

with p << 0.001 and an adjusted coefficient of determination R² = 0.66. Such a result means that the Tf in Group B
was approximately 5 °C lower than that in Group A. The
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Figure 2
Final temperature (Tf) as a function of the baseline temperature
(Tb) of hands (n = 232). Fitted lines appear together with equations, standard uncertainties, adjusted coefficients of determination,R², and p-values.
The dashed horizontal line at Tf = 25.4 °C shows the calculated
boundary between Groups A and B, whereas the vertical lines
show the temperature interval 27 °C < Tb < 30 °C, within which
the measurements fell into either Group A or B.
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Group A: Warm rewarming pattern
A warm rewarming pattern was observed in 79 hands. Typical of this pattern was that hands were warm in the palms
at baseline (30.4 ± 1.4 °C) and in all fingers (Tb = 29.4 ± 1.5 °C)
as Figure 4a and Table 1 show. Directly after the CST, palm
temperature decreased to 22.4 ± 1.3 °C and finger temperature to 19.2 ± 1. 7 °C (Table 1). In all five fingers, a temperature gradient emerged with cooler distal phalanges, and
warmth areas occurred over the interphalangeal joints
(Figure 4b). During rewarming, warm streaks on the sides
of the fingers surfaced and extended distally toward the
fingertips. Once fingertip rewarming began, general rewarming continued toward the proximal phalange (Figure

Figure 3
The final temperature (Tf) as a function of cooled temperature
(Tc) of hands (n = 232). Fitted lines appear together with equations, standard uncertainties, adjusted coefficients of determination, R², and p-values. The dashed horizontal line shows Tf =
25.4 °C, which is the calculated boundary between Groups A and B.

have fallen into either Group A or B. In that interval, the
baseline temperature was thus a poor predictor for cold or
warm rewarming.

Table 1.
Mean hand skin temperatures at baseline (Tb), after the cold
stress test (Tc), and after 15 min (Tf) for the whole hand, palm,
fingers (II-V), and thumbs in Groups A and B.
Group A
n = 79

Tb (°C)

Tc (°C)

Tf (°C)

Palms

30.4 ± 1.4

22.4 ± 1.3

29.2 ± 1.3

Fingers

29.4 ± 1.5

19.2 ± 1.7

28.9 ± 1.8

Thumbs

30.6 ± 1.5

20.2 ± 4.0

30.7 ± 1.6

Hands

29.7 ± 1.4

20.1 ± 1.7

29.1 ± 1.6

Cooled temperature
Figure 3 shows the relation between Tf and Tc. In Group A,
the relationship showed values of p < 0.02 and R² = 0.06,
meaning that the predictive value of Tc for Tf was less than
that of Tb in Group A. By contrast, the relation between Tf
and Tc had p < <0.001 and R² = 0.69 in Group B, meaning
that the predictive value of Tc was greater than that of Tb
in Group B.

Group B
n = 153

Tb (°C)

Tc (°C)

Tf (°C)

Palms

28.0 ± 1.8

21.3 ± 1.5

25.1 ± 1.9

Fingers

24.6 ± 2.9

17.0 ± 1.8

18.8 ± 2.2

Thumbs

25.9 ± 2.9

17.8 ± 3.5

20.8 ± 3.7

Hands

25.5 ± 2.6

18.1 ± 1.7

20.4 ± 2.2

Figure 4.
Typical thermograms of participants in Group A (i.e., warm rewarming pattern) taken at baseline (a), directly after the cold stress test (b),
after approximately 7 min of rewarming (c), and after 15 min of rewarming (d). The hand was divided into 18 predefined ROIs, as shown
for the right hand in Figure (a). The ROIs are located on corresponding positions on the left hand. On the fingers the ROIs are roughly
200 pixels.
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Figure 5.
Typical thermograms from Group B (i.e., cold rewarming pattern) taken at baseline (a), directly after the cold stress test (b), after
approximately 7 min of rewarming (c), and after 15 min of rewarming (d).

4c). After 15 min of rewarming, the temperature pattern
resembled that observed at baseline: 29.2 ± 1. 3 °C in the
palms and 28.9 ± 1.8 °C in the fingers (Figure 4d, Table 1).
Group B: Cold rewarming pattern
A cold rewarming pattern was observed in 153 hands.
Typically, cold rewarming involved a baseline palm temperature of 28.0 ± 1.8 °C and finger temperature of 24.6 ± 2.9
°C (Table 1). As such, the fingers had a far lower temperature than the palm, and variability in finger and thumb temperatures was greater than in the hands demonstrating the
warm rewarming pattern. Furthermore, a temperature gradient emerged at baseline, with distal phalanges that
were colder than those in middle and proximal phalanges
(Figure 5a). Directly after the CST, palm temperature decreased to 21.3 ± 1.5 °C and finger temperature to 16.9 ±
1.8 °C (Table 1). In all five fingers, a temperature gradient
occurred with cooler distal phalanges. Additionally, warmth
areas surfaced over the interphalangeal joints, as Figure 5b
shows. During slow rewarming, the warmth area in the
palms increased, but no warm streaks on the sides of the
fingers occurred (Figure 5c). After 15 min of rewarming,
the temperature pattern differed from that observed at
baseline, with a palm temperature of 25.0 ± 1.9 °C and finger temperature of 18.8 ± 2.2 °C (Figure 5d, Table 1). For
the fingers, the difference of Tb - Tf was approximately 6 °C.
Intrapersonal variability (i.e., different rewarming patterns
on different measurement days) occurred in six of the 42
participants who were measured more than once. Four of
those participants also had one hand in Group A and the
other in Group B for the same measurement. The order in
which fingers rewarmed showed both inter- and intra-individual differences. Furthermore, a left-right asymmetry
(Tdiff) was detected in measurements in which the right
hands' average temperature in 82% of the measurements

Table 2.
Temperature difference betweenthe hands (left and right); mean
values are given for the whole hand, thumbs, fingers, and palms
at baseline, cooled, and final measurements
(116 measurements × two hands).
n = 116

Mean absolute Tdiff value (°C)
Baseline

Cooled

Final

Palms

0.6 ± 0.4

0.5 ± 0.5

0.8 ± 0.8

Fingers

0.8 ± 0.5

0.6 ± 0.4

1.1 ± 1.1

Thumbs

0.8 ± 1.2

1.6 ± 3.5

1.3 ± 1.8

Total hand

0.7 ± 0.5

0.5 ± 0.3

0.9 ± 0.9

was warmer at baseline, 69% at the cooled temperature,
and 71% at the final measurement (Table 2). Six of the 66
participants were left-handed. No correlations were detected between left-right asymmetry and handedness.

Discussion
An aim of this study was to investigate whether any typical
characteristics of hand skin rewarming exist. The data revealed a spectrum of cold challenge responses, but allowed
us to identify two rewarming patterns: warm rewarming
(i.e., Group A) and cold rewarming (i.e., Group B). In
Group A, the final temperature pattern was similar to that
observed at baseline, whereas in Group B, the final temperature was far from reaching the baseline temperature.
Based on the distribution of temperatures, Tf = 25.4 °C
was chosen as the boundary between the rewarming patterns.
The baseline temperature was of limited use in predicting
warm or cold rewarming. Tb < 27 °C resulted in cold
rewarming, whereas Tb > 30 °C indicated warm rewar-
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ming; however, in the interval 27 °C < Tb < 30 °C, baseline
temperature demonstrated a poor function as a predictor
for the outcome after a CST for either cold or warm
rewarming. Furthermore, Tc demonstrated an even
worse predictive value for the final temperature in the
warm group (Group A). However, for Group B, Tc was a
better function as a predictor than Tb. Although Tb was not
fully predictive of the outcome of a CST, there was a clear
correlation between Tb and rewarming behavior.
The division of Tb into three regions-namely, Tb < 27 °C,
27 C < Tb < 30 °C, and Tb > 30 °C-is comparable to the
three types of peripheral thermoregulation patterns in individuals presented by Gahlen and Kluken [24] in the early
1950s. In those patterns, temperatures in the range of
27-34 °C are homoiotherm, those in the range of 18-27 °C
are poikilotherm, and a mix was ampitherm [24].
In the present study, most young, healthy male participants
demonstrated a cold rewarming pattern (Group B), which
contradicts the findings of Dupuis [25] and Pollock et al.
[26]. Our findings furthermore indicate that a cold rewarming pattern is common in this subset, which takes support from Smits et al. [27], who reported slow rewarming
patterns in both healthy participants and patients, yet opposes the findings of Merla et al. [28], who regarded a
poorer rewarming pattern as pathological and claimed that
normal fingers have increased distal temperature after a
CST. Corresponding results were not observed in our
study.
We also detected a difference between left- and right-hand
skin temperatures; most participants had a warmer rewarming pattern in their right hands. At baseline and after
15 min, the temperature difference was greater than 0.5 °C,
which Uematsu et al. [29] defined as the limit for temperature symmetry between the left and right sides, which they
considered to be normal. By contrast, our results indicate
that temperature differences up to 1 °C are normal. We
moreover found greater differences between sides in some
healthy individuals.
It should also be noted that intrapersonal variability occurred in the rewarming pattern. This means that the same
individual could demonstrate warm rewarming (Group A)
on one occasion and cold rewarming (Group B) on another.
A weakness of our study was the method of recruiting participants. Invitations sent to male students might have introduced a bias to prospective participants interested in
participating only because they think that they have cold
hands. That bias was avoided by applying exclusion criteria,
yet ensured by the participants themselves.
We could not find typical rewarming sequences of the fingers. It has previously been described that rewarming starts
in the fingertips [30]. The warm rewarming (Group A) has
similarities to that of active rewarming beginning in the fingertips. However, a more important finding is that warm
rewarming typically followed the digital arterials along the
sides of the fingers before entering the fingertips.
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Regarding a hand temperature as warm might depend on
the focus of the investigation. For example, when the perception of a vibration stimulus was studied, hand temperatures between 28-33 °C were regarded as warm [31, 32]. By
contrast, we considered Tf ≥ 25.4 °C to represent a warm
rewarming pattern. The boundary between warm and cold
is an effect of the CST: bare hands for 30 s in 10 °C and 15
min of rewarming. Other cooling procedures would probably alter the boundary temperature. The cooling procedure can be altering by the temperature of the cooling
water, time of cooling, and the use of protective gloves. Of
those factors, using protective gloves has been shown to be
of minor importance for the rewarming process [33].
Although many thermographic studies of the hands involve imaging of the dorsal aspect [30, 34, 35], we focused
on the palm instead. Humans use their hands as tools for
everything in daily life, and bare hands in contact with cold
surfaces face the risk of cold injuries, especially for the skin
of the palm [36, 37]. Therefore, the palmar aspect of the
hand measured in our study was considered to be more relevant.
In all, our findings indicate that the processes controlling
hand skin temperature seem to be physiologically complex,
which aligns with conclusions made by Charkoudian [38]
that reflex control of skin's blood circulation and its
thermoregulatory control are complex and not fully understood.
Our findings also reveal different hand skin rewarming patterns in healthy young males. When investigating hand skin
temperatures and assessing rewarming capability, variety in
individual peripheral thermoregulation should be taken
into account.
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Hand skin temperature measurements have previously been performed on either dorsal or palmar sides and it is
possible to ﬁnd arguments for the advantage of both locations. Therefore, the aim of this study was to use
dynamic infrared (IR) imaging to examine the relationship between dorsal and palmar hand skin temperature.
The palmar and dorsal hand skin temperature before and after a cold stress test was measured with IR
thermography in 112 healthy participants. Calculation of surface average temperature was made from nine
regions of interest on each hand's dorsal and palmar side. Temperature values were recorded at baseline, directly
after immersion of hands in vinyl gloves for one minute in water at 20 ± 0.5 °C (gloves removed), and after eight
minutes rewarming. Results showed that: a) the skin temperatures on the dorsal and palmar sides of the hand are
strongly correlated; b) the correlation is stronger on the ﬁngers than on the carpometacarpal (CMC) area; c) the
palmar side of the CMC area is warmer than the dorsal side, but this is reversed in the ﬁngers so that the nail bed
is warmer than the ﬁnger pad; and d) the temperature diﬀerence ∆T between the dorsal and palmar sides of the
ﬁngers is independent of the skin temperature, though ∆T on the CMC area of the hand is temperature
dependent. Such diﬀerences can be important in detailed investigations of thermal phenomena in the hand. In
conclusion, results showed a strong correlation between the dorsal and palmar temperatures. If both sides cannot
be measured, the purpose of the investigation should determine which side of the hand should be measured.

1. Introduction
Infrared (IR) imaging is a non-contact method widely used in
biomedical studies of skin temperature and thermoregulation mechanisms of the human body (Ring and Ammer, 2012; Diakides et al., 2012).
This is possible since the skin temperature depends on the subcutaneous
perfusion (Anbar, 1998, 2002; Pascoe et al., 2012). Dynamic IR imaging
has been referred to as the best choice when studying a dynamic process
such as the hand rewarming or recovery process following temperature
stress such as a cold stress test (CST) (Pascoe et al., 2012; Wilson and
Spence, 1989; Anbar, 2002). This skin surface temperature change rate,
related to the skin perfusion, can be displayed and followed with
dynamic IR imaging.
An understanding of cutaneous blood-circulation and micro-anatomical organization has developed during the latter part of the twentieth
century (Braverman, 1997). The main vascular architecture of the hand
has two arteries: the radial and ulnar. The radial artery supplies the
dorsal part of the hand through the dorsal metacarpal arteries and the
ulnar artery supplies the palmar part via the superﬁcial palmar arch.
⁎
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The thumb and ﬁngers are supplied via the digital arteries deriving
from the hand arches. All these vessels have perforators that abundantly
supply the hand integument. These quite small perforators are often
only named from their origin by the major branches. Furthermore, the
inter-variability in vascular anatomy is well known in medicine
(Thomas et al., 2013).
One task of peripheral blood circulation to the skin at acral body
parts, such as skin on the hand, is to take part in thermoregulation and
thermohomeostasis, which maintain a fairly constant core body temperature at approximately 37 °C. The skin situated arterio-venouse
anastomosies (AVAs) play a crucial role in heat exchange between the
skin and the environment (Walløe, 2016). The hand skin temperature is
thus aﬀected by the core temperature, thermal stress derived from the
body itself, and from the environment (Romanovsky, 2014). In addition, other factors such as circadian rhythm, hormonal status
(Charkoudian, 2003), and physical activity can also aﬀect the hand
skin temperature. An example of external thermal stress is the immersion of all or part of the body in cold water (Leijon-Sundqvist et al.,
2015b, 2016).
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Previously, hand skin temperature measurements have been performed on either dorsal or palmar sides (Gold et al., 2004; Horikoshi
et al., 2016; Isii et al., 2007; Jankovic et al., 2008) and it is possible to
ﬁnd arguments for the advantage of both locations. An argument for
investigations on the dorsal side is that AVAs are described as being
plentiful in the ﬁnger nail-beds (Walløe, 2016). Investigations on the
palmar side can be motivated by the fact that humans use the hand as
the common tool for activities in daily living and thus the palm skin is
subjected to varying temperature challenges (Chen et al., 1996; Jay,
2004). In the current literature, there is a lack of investigations aimed at
evaluating the relationship between dorsal and palmar hand skin
temperature. Therefore, the aim of this study was to use dynamic IR
imaging to examine the relationship between dorsal and palmar hand
skin temperature before and after a CST.
2. Materials and methods
Fig. 1. The setup with participant seated in front of a water ﬁlled net framed box, resting
one hand with palm and the other with dorsal side on the net. During measurement –
every 10th second simultaneously turning both hands.

2.1. Participants
To recruit healthy, 18–40-year-old participants, an invitation was
sent to the Norrbotten regiment of the Swedish Armed Forces and to
students at Luleå University of Technology. Exclusion criteria were a
history of thermal injuries, signiﬁcant hand injuries, or symptoms of
circulation disorders (e.g., whitening ﬁngers). One hundred and twelve
participants (mean age 25 ± 6 years) fulﬁlled the inclusion criteria and
were willing to participate. All participants were given oral and written
information about the testing procedure and to avoid cooling by the use
of warm clothes and gloves. In addition they were asked not to use
ointment, disinfection solution or similar products on hands.

2.3. Data analysis
After the data collection, a FLIR ResearchIR Max®, Version
4.30.1.70, (FLIR Systems, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) was used to analyze
the radiometric images in two steps. The ﬁrst step was a qualitative
visual analysis of the thermograms using a color pallet together with a
temperature scale. To make a valid and repeatable description of
temperature distributions, the dynamic IR images were viewed several
times by the ﬁrst author and controlled by the second and ﬁfth authors.
The second step was to collect numerical data using Regions of Interest
(ROI).
Eighteen ROIs, nine on each side of the hand, as illustrated in Fig. 2,
were used to measure the skin surface temperature. Of the nine ROIs,
one was placed on the distal phalanges of each ﬁnger, one on each
proximal phalange, and one on the carpometacarpal (CMC) area. The
CMC area is deﬁned here as the part of the hand between the wrist
(styloid process of ulna and radius) and the base of the ﬁngers
(metacarpophalangeal joints). The ROIs on the CMC area had a size
of approximately 400 pixels and were positioned at the warmest part of
the palmar and the dorsal side, respectively. On the distal and proximal
phalanges of ﬁngers, digitals 2–5, the ROIs had a size of approximately
200 pixels. The proximal ROIs were placed between the metacarpophalangeal joints and the proximal interphalangeal joints. The distal
ROIs were positioned between the ﬁngertip and the distal interphalangeal joint, similar to the description in a previous study (Anderson
et al., 2007). The thumb was not measured since a perpendicular view
of the thumb was not possible to obtain in the described setup.
The dorsal TD and palmar TP temperatures were collected three times
during the process. First, a baseline temperature was taken prior to the

2.2. Data collection
Data collection was performed during November 2015 and March to
April 2016. Measurements were made in a room with an ambient
temperature of 23 ± 1 °C. The study used FLIR® IR cameras (FLIR
Systems, Inc., Wilsonville, OR, USA): a T640 with an image resolution
of 640×480 pixels and thermal sensitivity of < 0.05 °C at +30 °C; and
a T660 (FLIR®, FLIR Systems, Inc., Wilsonville, OR, USA) with an image
resolution of 640×480 pixels and thermal sensitivity of < 0.02 °C at
+30 °C. Spectral emissivity was set to 0.98 since human skin almost
behaves as a blackbody with an emissivity of 0.96–0.99 (Ring and
Ammer, 2012; Sanchez-Marin et al., 2009). The temperature data was
stored as radiometric images every second during the measurement.
Before the experiment, the cameras were calibrated by FLIR Systems AB
in Täby, Sweden.
The IR camera was switched on 30 min before measurements began.
The camera temperature reading was repeatedly checked against a
container ﬁlled with water at 20 ± 0.5 °C, which was continuously
monitored with a digital thermometer.
Before the CST, each participant rested for at least 15 min to
acclimatize to the temperature of the room. The measurement started
with a baseline hand skin temperature recording for one minute. The
participants’ hands in vinyl gloves were then immersed to the wrist for
one minute in water at 20 ± 0.5 °C. Thereafter, the gloves were
removed and the rewarming was measured continuously for eight
minutes. The water temperature was monitored with a thermometer
before each CST and the radiometric images were stored in a computer
for later analyses.
During thermal image acquisition, the participants had their hands
positioned at the approximate level of the heart, with splayed ﬁngers
resting on a net framed box – one hand with the palm up and the other
with the palm down – and the IR camera, attached to a tripod,
positioned perpendicular 70 cm above the hands, as shown in Fig. 1.
The box contained water at a temperature that aﬀorded a well-deﬁned
thermal background. Participants turned their hands every 10th second
during the measurement.

Fig. 2. Thermogram with nine ROIs on the palmar side of the right hand and nine ROIs on
the dorsal side of the left hand.
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CST; next, a cooled temperature was measured directly after the CST;
and ﬁnally, a temperature was taken after an 8-min rewarming. The
temperature data collected at these three diﬀerent times during the
process were analyzed for each ROI as previously described. The mean
temperature and the standard deviation were calculated using the pixel
values within each ROI.
Data analysis was conducted with Microsoft Excel® and SPSS
(Statistical Package for the Social Sciences version 21.0, IBM,
Armonk, NY, USA). As an initial analysis of the data, background
statistics and probability distributions of variables were examined.
Standard methods were used to calculate means and standard deviations (SD). A value of p < 0.05 was considered to be statistically
signiﬁcant.
The diﬀerences between temperatures on the dorsal (TD ) and palmar
(TP ) sides of the hand were analyzed in two ways. The ﬁrst was a
Bland-Altman analysis and the second a correlation analysis.
Temperature data measured at baseline, cooled, and rewarming were
analyzed together. In the Bland-Altman analysis, the diﬀerence between
TD and TP was quantiﬁed by constructing limits of agreement (LOA). A
graphical approach was used to evaluate the normality of the diﬀerence
and other characteristics. The correlation between TD and TP was
analyzed with a non-parametric regression based on ordinary least
squares. This analysis was performed to reveal possible temperature
dependence in the relation between TD and TP . To describe the predictive
value of the relationships, the adjusted coeﬃcient of determination
(R 2 ), p-value, and standard uncertainty of the coeﬃcients were
calculated.

Fig. 3. Temperature diﬀerences ∆T = TD − TP between the dorsal and palmar sides of the
hand as determined by a correlation analysis of TD and TP. The analysis was based on
measurements on the 112 subjects at three occasions during the CST process (baseline,
directly after CST, and after an 8-min rewarming) i.e. 2680 observations of the distal and
proximal phalanges and 670 observations for the CMC. The temperature diﬀerence on the
CMC area is taken at TP =30 °C. The dashed triangle represents the ROI on the palm.

measurement. A detailed description for the distal and proximal
phalanges as well as the CMC area is described in the following
sections. For the proximal part, i.e. the CMC area, the temperature
was higher on the palmar side than on the dorsal side. Eq. (3) gives
∆T = −0.7±0.7 °C for TP = 30 °C. At the more distal regions of the hand,
this changes. In the region close to the base of the ﬁngers, at the
proximal phalanges, ∆T =0. 1±0.1 °C. Here the diﬀerence between the
dorsal and palmar sides is close to zero. At the most distal parts of the
hand, i.e. at the distal phalanges, ∆T =1. 2±0.1 °C. This means that the
dorsal side is warmer at the most distal part of the hand.
3.1. Distal phalanges

2.4. Ethics

As shown in Table 1, the distal phalanges showed temperatures
ranging from TP=22. 8 ± 2. 5 °C on the palmar side directly after
the CST to TD=29. 4 ± 3. 6 °C on the dorsal side at baseline. As a group,
the measurements give temperature diﬀerences ∆T = TD − TP = 1. 5 °C
at baseline, ∆T = 1. 4 °C after CST, and ∆T = 0. 9 °C after the 8-min
rewarming.
The analysis of average temperatures does not account for the fact
that the data is paired with measurements on dorsal and palmar side
made 10 s apart for each participant. The Bland–Altman plot shown in
Fig. 4a includes this pairing. As shown in Fig. 4b, ﬁt of a normal
distribution to the distribution of distal temperature diﬀerence gives
∆T = 1. 3 ± 1. 6 °C ( ± SD). Thus, there is variability in the data of
similar size as the temperature diﬀerence between the dorsal and
palmar sides of the distal phalanges.
The correlation plot in Fig. 4c and the non-parametric regression
based on ordinary least squares was made to reveal a possible
temperature dependence in the relation between the dorsal and palmar
temperatures. For the distal phalanges, the relation was found to be

The Regional Ethical Review Board in Umeå approved the study
before the start of the research project (No.2010-119-31M and 2011223–32M), which followed the principles of the Helsinki Declaration
(World Medical Association, 2013). An informed written consent was
completed by all participants.
3. Results
One hundred and twelve participants fulﬁlled the inclusion criteria.
The study included 2680 observations of the distal and proximal
phalanges of digitals 2 through 5 and 670 observations for the CMC.
The average temperatures and standard deviations measured on the
dorsal and palmar sides before and after the CST and after the 8-min
rewarming are shown in Table 1.
The Bland–Altman plot (Figs. 4a, 5a, and 6a) shows the agreement,
while a histogram (Figs. 4b, 5b, and 6b) shows the temperature
diﬀerences, and a correlation plot (Figs. 4c, 5c, and 6c) shows the
relation between the dorsal and palmar temperatures. All graphs
include data from the three measurement occasions: baseline, cooled,
and rewarming.
As shown in Fig. 3, the temperature diﬀerence between the dorsal
and palmar sides of the hand, ∆T = TD − TP , depends on the site of

TD = (1. 00 ± 0. 004)TP + (1. 2 ± 0. 1)°C,

Table 1
Average dorsal and palmar hand skin temperatures (T ±SD °C) before and after CST
(baseline and cooled) and after an 8-min rewarming. These temperatures are given on
group level.
Baseline

Cooled

Rewarmed

TD

29.4 ± 3.6

24.2 ± 2.6

27.7 ± 5.6

TP

27.9 ± 3.4

22.8 ± 2.5

26.8 ± 5.6

TD

29.9 ± 3.1

23.8 ± 1.7

27.4 ± 4.1

TP

29.5 ± 3.1

23.9 ± 1.9

27.5 ± 4.1

TD

32.2 ± 1.6

28.1 ± 1.9

30.8 ± 1.7

TP

32.2 ± 1.7

29.2 ± 1.9

31.8 ± 2.1

n=112
Distal phalanges
Proximal phalanges
CMC area

(1)

with an adjusted coeﬃcient of determination, R 2=0.97. Since the slope
is 1.00 ± 0.004 ( ± u), there is no temperature dependence in the
diﬀerence between the dorsal and palmar temperatures of the distal
phalanges. Thus, ∆T =TD − TP=1.2 ± 0.1 °C is constant over the measured range.
3.2. Proximal phalanges
As expected, the proximal phalanges showed somewhat higher
temperatures than the distal phalanges. As shown in Table 1, they
ranged from TD=23. 8 ± 1. 7 °C on the dorsal side directly after the
CST to TD=29. 9 ± 3. 1 °C on the dorsal side at baseline. Compared with
the distal phalanges, the variability was found to be smaller on the
proximal phalanges. As a group, temperature diﬀerences were found to
be ∆T = 0. 4 °C at baseline and ∆T = − 0.1 °C after CST for both
measurement occasions.
The Bland-Altman analysis shown in Fig. 5a and b gave
∆T = 0. 0 ± 1. 6 °C, and the correlation analysis shown in Fig. 5c gave
89
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Fig. 4. Distribution of dorsal, TD, and palmar, TP, skin temperatures for the distal phalanges. The measurements were made on the 112 subjects at three times during the CST process
(baseline, directly after CST, and after an 8-min rewarming). The Bland-Altman plot (a) shows the diﬀerence between TD and TP and as a function of the temperature taken as an average
of TD and TP. The histogram (b) shows that on average the dorsal side is 1.3 °C warmer than the palmar side of the distal phalanges. (c) The correlation between TD and TP with an
equation from a least square ﬁt and the corresponding adjusted coeﬃcient of determination.

Fig. 5. Distribution of dorsal, TD, and palmar, TP, skin temperatures for the proximal phalanges. The measurements were made on the 112 subjects at three times during the CST process
(baseline, directly after CST, and after an 8-min rewarming). The Bland-Altman plot (a) shows the diﬀerence between TD and TP and as a function of the temperature taken as an average
of TD and TP. The histogram (b) shows that there is no average diﬀerence between TD and TP on the proximal phalanges. (c) The correlation between TD and TP with an equation from a
least square ﬁt and the corresponding adjusted coeﬃcient of determination.

Fig. 6. Distribution of dorsal, TD, and palmar, TP, skin temperatures for the CMC area. The measurements were made on the 112 subjects at three times during the CST process (baseline,
directly after CST, and after an 8-min rewarming). The Bland-Altman plot (a) shows the diﬀerence between TD and TP and as a function of the temperature taken as an average of TD and
TP. The histogram (b) shows that on average the palmar side is 0.7 °C warmer than the dorsal side of the CMC area. (c) The correlation between TD and TP with an equation from a least
square ﬁt and the corresponding adjusted coeﬃcient of determination.
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TD = (1. 00 ± 0. 004)TP + (0. 1 ± 0. 1)°C,

(2)

possible explanation for the diﬀerent results is that the method used in
the current study is diﬀerent from that used in previous studies. A
strong prolonged cooling (Keramidas et al., 2015; O'Brien, 2005) could
have delayed an active rewarming starting in the ﬁngertips and nail bed
(Rasmussen and Mercer, 2004).
Possible explanations for the ﬁndings that the palm is the warm side
in the CMC area and that the nail bed is the warm side of the distal
phalanges might be found in the position of the blood vessels and in the
thickness of the tissue. In the CMC area, the arterial arches supply heat
via warm blood to the central parts of the palm and in the distal
phalange the superﬁcial blood vessels make the dorsal side warmer
than the palmar. At the distal part of the hand/ﬁngers, the abounded
AVAs in the nail bed (Johnson et al., 2014) and the presence of an
active vasodilator system in the skin at dorsal side (Johnson et al.,
1995) are other possible explanations for the shift to a warm dorsal side
of the ﬁnger tip.
The observed skin temperatures show a large variability, especially
in the ﬁngers. A common description is that distal and glabrous skin
areas such as in the ﬁnger pads and the nail bed are rich in AVAs. These
areas vary in temperature due to the closing and opening of the AVAs
(Romanovsky, 2014). Hands at diﬀerent rewarming stages, like warm
or cold hands (Leijon-Sundqvist et al., 2016), quick or slow rewarmers
(Brändström et al., 2013), might explain the great standard deviation
for the hands distal temperatures TD and TP found in the current study.
The complexity of the anatomical structures of the hand, the vascular
anatomy intervariability, and their intravariability (Thomas et al.,
2013) could provide another explanation for the present temperature
variability.
It might be diﬃcult to compare studies of hand skin temperature.
One reason for this is the various approaches used for investigations of
hand skin temperature, such as participant preparation, body position
during measurement, whether a cold stress was used combined with
water protective gloves or not. In the case of IR imaging, results are
aﬀected by the emissivity level; the size, shape, and location of ROIs;
and how the measurements were analyzed. The current study used ROIs
of at least 200 pixels to improve measurement statistics. This was not
done in the interesting study by Horikoshi et al., (2016) who used a
single point to analyze distal dorsal temperature diﬀerence in people
with Raynaud's phenomenon. We used circle ROIs for the ﬁnger
measurements since they are easy to position on moving hands. The
ROIs were suﬃciently small to avoid the temperature artifacts due to
the curvature of the ﬁngers. Another reason for the diﬃculty of
comparing studies is that presentations lack some method information
(Scolnik et al., 2016; Horikoshi et al., 2016; Gold et al., 2004;
Brändstrom et al., 2008; Keramidas et al., 2015), but it is the aim of
the study that determines which parameters that are important.
For the digitals, this study focused on the proximal and distal
phalanges with ROIs having the same size and shape, similar to other
investigations (Brändstrom et al., 2008; Keramidas et al., 2015). The
distal ROIs, positioned between the ﬁngertip and the distal interphalangeal joint, covered an area of the proximal part of the nail and the
skin beneath the nail, comparable to the description presented in
Anderson et al. (Anderson et al., 2007). Since the nail is a diﬀerent
type of tissue than the skin, it might have another emissivity than the
skin, but this has been poorly investigated. However, it is suggested that
emissivity diﬀers between healthy and unhealthy nails (VillaseñorMora et al., 2013). To minimize the uncertainty, this study used distal
ROIs that covered both nail and skin. Furthermore, the ﬁndings were
stable against small changes in size and position of the digital ROIs.
The selection of 15 min of acclimatization, the turning of the hands
every 10th second and the selection of 8 min of rewarming measurement could all be discussed if the rewarming process would have been
in focus. Further, the choice of CST and CST temperature could also be
discussed. In previous studies diﬀerent challenges on thermo regulation
and peripheral circulation have been used such as whole body
temperature stress (Lau et al., 1995), local challenges with air stream

with an adjusted coeﬃcient of determination, R 2=0.96 . Similar to the
ﬁndings for the distal phalanges, there is no temperature dependence in
the dorsal-palmar diﬀerence. Eq. (2) shows that the temperature on the
dorsal side of the proximal phalanges is constantly 0.1 ± 0.1 °C ( ± u)
higher than the temperature on the palmar side.
3.3. Carpometacarpal area
The CMC area showed higher skin temperatures than those measured on the digitals. As shown in Table 1, the temperatures ranged
from TD=28. 1 ± 1. 9 °C on the dorsal side directly after the CST to
TD ≈ TP=32. 2 ± 1. 7 °C at baseline. Compared to the digitals, the
variability in skin temperature was found to be smaller on the CMC
area. Furthermore, the variability was smaller at baseline than directly
after CST, which is opposite to the ﬁndings for the digitals. At baseline,
the dorsal and palmar sides had the same temperature, whereas
∆T = −1. 1 °C directly after CST and ∆T = −1. 0 °C after the 8-min
rewarming. This means that the palmar side of the CMC area on average
showed higher temperatures than the dorsal side.
The Bland-Altman analysis shown in Fig. 6a and b gave
∆T =−0. 7 ± 2. 7 °C. This paired analysis reached the same conclusion
as the above average calculation that the palmar side of the CMC area
shows higher temperatures than the dorsal side. It is also clear that the
variability in ∆T is larger for the CMC area than for the digitals.
The correlation analysis for the CMC area shown in Fig. 6c gave

TD = (0. 88 ± 0. 03)TP + (2. 9 ± 0. 7)°C,

(3)

with an adjusted coeﬃcient of determination, R 2=0.69. In contrast to
the analysis of the digitals, Eq. (3) shows that there is a temperature
dependence in the diﬀerence ∆T = TD − TP for the CMC area. The
diﬀerence becomes larger (more negative) if the skin temperature is
increased. As an example, TD=29.3°C if TP=30 °C thus TD − TP= − 0.7 °C.
4. Discussion
The aim of the study was to use dynamic IR imaging to examine the
relationship between the dorsal and palmar hand skin temperature
before and after a CST. The main ﬁndings are that a) the skin
temperatures on the dorsal and palmar sides of the hand are strongly
correlated; b) the correlation is stronger on the ﬁngers than on the CMC
area; c) the palmar side of the CMC area is warmer than the dorsal side,
whereas this is reversed in the ﬁngers so that the nail bed is warmer
than the ﬁnger pad; and d) the temperature diﬀerence ∆T between the
dorsal and palmar sides of the ﬁngers is independent of the skin
temperature, though ∆T on the CMC area of the hand is temperature
dependent.
One possible reason for the ﬁndings described as a), b), and d) might
be that the diﬀerent parts of the hand do not have the same shape, size,
and surface areas to volume ratios. The ﬁngers are relatively thin and
approximately cylindrical, thus having larger surface area to volume
ratio than the CMC area (Blatteis, 1998). The relatively small size of the
ﬁngers might explain the strong correlation between temperatures on
the opposite sides. The larger size of the CMC area makes it possible to
aﬀect the temperature on one side without an alteration of the
temperature on the other side. Another possible explanation for the
weaker correlation and the temperature dependence of the diﬀerences
in the CMC area is that the vascular architecture is not the same of the
two sides of the hand (Thomas et al., 2013). The method to handle this
variation in the vascular architecture was to choose the warmest areas
on each side of the CMC area for the position of the ROI.
There is a discrepancy between the current ﬁndings in which the
distal phalanges showed higher temperatures on the dorsal side (nail
bed) and previous studies that reported higher temperature in the ﬁnger
pad (TP) than nail bed (TD) (Keramidas et al., 2015; O'Brien, 2005). A
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(Nielsen and Mercer, 2010) and diﬀerent temperatures and CST times
(Koman et al., 1984; Leijon-Sundqvist et al., 2015a; O'Brien, 2005). But
all of these are of minor importance for the current investigation since
the aim was to compare dorsal and palmar hand skin temperatures in
the same individual. The current ﬁndings show that the same relations
between dorsal and palmar temperatures are valid throughout the test.
Ultimately, the ﬁndings indicate a strong correlation between the
dorsal and palmar temperatures of the hand. Therefore, the choice
between palmar or dorsal side for studies of hand rewarming is
probably only of minor importance despite diﬀerences between the
dorsal and palmar side that could lead to dissimilar conclusions if just
one side of the hand is measured. This means that it is important to
choose the side of measurement based on the purpose of the investigation and that presentation of results should include a description of the
measurement method that is as detailed as possible to make the
interpretation more reliable.
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Whitening fingers: A case control study on dorsal and palmar skin
temperature response during a cold stress test
Katarina Leijon-Sundqvist., Yelverton Tegner., Kjell Karp., & Niklas Lehto.

Abstract
Objective. To evaluate dorsal and palmar hand skin temperatures measured at different locations and
at different times during a cold stress test (CST) as discriminators between participants with whitening
fingers (WF) and control subjects.
Methods. In 39 participants with (WF) and 112 controls, the skin temperature of the hands on the
dorsal and palmar sides during a (CST) was measured using infrared thermography. Nine different
regions of interest on each hand, both dorsal and palmar sides, were used to calculate the average
surface temperature. This temperature were recorded at three times: at baseline, after a cold
provocation in water with a temperature of 20 ± 0.5°C, and after 8 minutes of rewarming.
Results. The WF cases compared to the controls showed the following: a) temperatures at baseline
were better discriminators between WF cases and controls than temperatures measured directly after
the cold-water provocation and at rewarming; b) the phalanges of the fingers were better
discriminators between WF cases and controls than the carpometacarpal area of the hand; and c)
temperatures on the dorsal side of the hand, at both distal and proximal phalanges, were better
discriminators between WF cases and controls than temperatures on the palmar side.
Conclusion. The findings indicate that baseline temperatures of the skin on the hands are as good as
temperatures after a cold provocation for discriminating between WF cases and controls and that the
distal phalanges are the site of choice.
Keywords: Raynaud’s phenomenon, volar, opisthenar, cold provocation, vascular response,
thermoregulation
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Whitening fingers

Introduction
Whitening fingers (WF) is a phenomenon that occurs when blood vessels of the hand become
constricted 1. WF is often linked to Raynaud’s phenomenon (RP) 2, and this is often caused by
exposure to cold 1. Most of the cutaneous blood circulation, such as the peripheral circulation to the
skin of the hand, is involved in thermoregulation 3. The arteriovenous anastomoses (AVAs) situated in
the skin play a crucial role in this regulation for maintaining a core body temperature of 37°C 3,4. The
skin temperature of the hand is thus affected by thermal stress from the environment 5. The immersion
of part of the body in cold water is an example of external thermal stress 6,7. Constricted vessels result
in a change in skin color that is a common physiological response to such cold provocation.
The discrimination between a normal and an abnormal response to cold for diagnosing RP is
commonly based on the individual’s self-reported history of WF

1,8

. Classification scales

9

and

reference color charts are assessments used to enhance the proportion of true-positive RP in screening,
diagnosis, and/or studies 1. There are various tests used for the objective assessment of WF. Examples
include finger systolic blood pressure measurement, nailfold capillaroscopy, laser doppler perfusion
imaging, and infrared (IR) thermal imaging, often combined with thermal stress
temperature is related to its perfusion

1,10

. Since the skin

11-13

, a dynamic process such as hand recovery after cold

provocation is appropriate for study using dynamic IR thermal imaging 12-14.
Earlier, skin temperature measurements of the hand have been performed on either side of the hand 1518

. There is a lack of studies comparing WF and controls using temperatures on both dorsal and palmar

aspects of the hand. Therefore, the aim of this study was to evaluate dorsal and palmar hand skin
temperatures measured at different locations and at different times during a cold stress test (CST) as
discriminators between participants with WF and control subjects.
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Materials and Methods
Participants
Invitations through advertising in the local press were sent to people living in Norrbotten, the
northernmost county (geoname id: 604010) of Sweden, in order to recruit participants who had
experienced symptoms of peripheral circulation disorders, e.g., WF cases with localized blanching 9,
i.e., a clear line of demarcation between the fingers’ unhealthy and healthy-colored skin areas. The
exclusion criterion was being less than 18 years old. In all, 39 WF participants (mean age 48±15 years)
fulfilled the inclusion criteria and were willing to participate. Invitations were also sent to students at
Luleå University of Technology and to the Norrbotten regiment of the Swedish Armed Forces in order
to recruit healthy participants as control subjects (controls). For controls, exclusion criteria were a
history of thermal injuries, significant hand injuries, or symptoms of circulation disorders (e.g., WF).
All 112 control subjects (mean age 25±6 years) who met the inclusion criteria were willing to
participate. Oral and written information about the testing procedure was provided to all of the
participants.

Data collection
Data collection was conducted throughout the winter months in 2015 and 2016. The study used FLIR®
IR T-series cameras (FLIR Systems, Inc., Wilsonville, OR, USA) with a thermal sensitivity of
<0.05°C at +30°C. Since human skin behaves almost as a blackbody

19,20

, spectral emissivity was set

to 0.98. Before the trials, the cameras were calibrated by FLIR Systems AB in Täby, Sweden. During
the measurements, the temperature data were stored every second as radiometric images.

At least 30 minutes before the measurements began, the IR camera was switched on. A container filled
with water at 20± 0.5°C and continuously monitored with a digital thermometer was used for
repeatedly checking against the camera temperature reading.
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Prior to the CST, participants were seated for at least 15 minutes to become accustomed to the
temperature of the testing room, which was maintained at 23±1°C. A one-minute baseline hand skin
temperature recording launched the measurement. Thereafter, the participants put on vinyl gloves and
immersed their hands to the wrist in water (20±0.5°C) for one minute. After cooling, the gloves were
removed and the rewarming process was followed for 8 minutes. Before each CST, the temperature of
the water was checked with a thermometer. The radiometric images were stored in a computer for later
analysis.
During thermal image acquisition, the participants had their hands positioned at the approximate level
of the heart and their splayed fingers resting on a netframed box with one hand´s palm up and the
other hand´s palm down. The box contained water at a temperature that afforded a well-defined
thermal background. The IR camera was attached to a tripod and positioned perpendicularly 70 cm
above the hands. During the measurement, participants turned their hands every 10th second.

Data analysis
Skin temperatures on the dorsal, ܶ , and palmar, ܶ , aspect of the hand were analyzed on three
occasions during the process. First, a baseline temperature was taken prior to cold provocation; next, a
cooled temperature was measured directly after the cold provocation; and finally, a temperature was
taken after an 8-minute rewarming. The temperature data were analyzed for 18 Regions of interest
(ROIs). These were positioned on the phalanges and the warmest part of the carpometacarpal (CMC)
area, as illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Thermogram with nine ROIs positioned on both the palmar side of the right hand and on the dorsal side of the left hand.

Data analysis was conducted using Matlab (MATLAB 2015a, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA, 2015).
The measured temperatures were regarded as continuous random variables, and the corresponding
probability density functions (PDFs) were estimated by kernel distribution (Ibid.). The kernel method
uses the sample data to build a function that represents the probability distribution. This nonparametric
representation was used since a parametric (normal) distribution cannot properly describe the
temperature data. In addition, the kernel method avoids assumptions about the distribution of the data.
We used a Gaussian smoothing function, and the bandwidth, which controls the smoothness of the
resulting density curve, was in the range 0.5 to 1.0°C.
Furthermore, a Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) analysis was used for a second data
evaluation. The curve is created by plotting each cut-off point for the true-positive value (sensitivity)
vs. the false-positive value specificity. In order to examine the overall test accuracy, the area under the
curve (AUC) was calculated.
Ethics
The study was approved by the Regional Ethical Review Board in Umeå (No.2010-119-31M and
2011-223-32M). The research project followed the principles of the Helsinki Declaration 21, and all
participants gave their informed written consent.
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Results
The study comprised 3616 observations of the distal and proximal phalanges of digits 2 through 5 and
904 observations for the CMC.
Baseline
The distribution of baseline temperatures on the dorsal and palmar aspects of the hand for WF cases
and controls and corresponding ROC are shown in Figure 2.
For the distal phalanges, Figure 2a, 50 percent of the measurements on the controls have temperatures
above 30.7°C on the dorsal side and above 28.9°C on the palmar side. Measurements on the WF cases
show lower temperatures, and 50 percent of the measurements on the dorsal side fall below 25.0°C
and below 24.1°C on the palmar side. In Figure 2a, it can be seen that ܶ = 27.3°C gives equal
probability for WF cases and controls. The ROC analysis, Figure 2b, evaluates the distal phalanges
temperature as a discriminator between WF cases and controls. As an example, a cut-off at ܶ =
27.3°C, marked with an asterisk in Figure 2b, gives a ratio of true-positive WF cases at 0.67 and a
ratio of false-positive WF cases at 0.24.
The proximal phalanges display higher baseline temperatures than the distal phalanges. For the
proximal phalanges, the dorsal and palmar aspects show similar temperature distributions, as seen in
Figure 2c. Here, 50 percent of the measurements on the controls have temperatures above 30.6°C and
50 percent of the WF cases show temperatures below 26.2°C. A cut-off at ܶ = 28.3°C for the
proximal phalanges, marked with a circle in Figure 2d, gives a ratio of true-positive WF cases at 0.71
and a ratio of false-positive WF cases at 0.24.
The CMC area displays the highest baseline temperatures on the hand, and Figure 2e shows that the
curves (PDF) of the WF cases and controls are overlapping. The ROC analysis of the CMC
temperature as a discriminator between WF cases and controls is shown in Figure 2f.
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Figure 2. Distribution of baseline temperatures for WF cases and controls for the distal phalanges, (a), proximal phalanges, (c), and CMC
area (e), with the corresponding ROC curves in (b), (d), and (f). A cut-off at 27.3°C is indicated by an asterisk for the distal phalanges in (a)
and its corresponding position on the ROC in (b). A cut-off at 28.3°C is indicated by a circle for the proximal phalanges in (c) and its
corresponding position on the ROC in (d).

Cooled
The distribution of cooled temperatures on the dorsal and palmar aspects of the hand for WF cases and
controls are shown in Figure 3. The corresponding ROCs are shown in Figures 3b, d, and f. Figures a,
c, and e display that the PDF of the WF cases and controls are overlapping. Compared to baseline
temperatures, in the ROC analysis, the AUC is lower as a discriminator between the two groups.
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Figure 3. Distribution of cooled temperatures for WF cases and controls for the distal phalanges, (a), proximal phalanges, (c), and CMC area
(e) with the corresponding ROC curves in (b), (d), and (f).

Rewarming
In Figure 4, the distribution and corresponding ROC of rewarming temperatures on the dorsal and
palmar aspects of the hand for WF cases and controls are shown.
For the distal phalanges, Figure 4a, 50 percent of the measurements on the controls have temperatures
above 30.0°C on the dorsal side and above 28.8°C on the palmar side. Measurements on the WF cases
show lower temperatures, and 50 percent of the measurements on the dorsal side fall below 21.3°C
and below 20.9°C on the palmar side. In Figure 4a, it can be seen that ܶ = 24.2°C gives equal
probability for WF cases and controls and the corresponding AUC value is 0.72 (Fig. 4b).
The measurements on the controls at the proximal phalanges display lower rewarming temperatures
than the distal phalanges. For the proximal phalanges, the dorsal and palmar aspects show similar
temperature distributions (Fig. 4c). Here, 50 percent of the measurements on the controls have
temperatures above 27.5°C and 50 percent of the WF cases show temperatures below 23.0°C;
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ܶ = 25.1°C gives equal probability for WF cases and controls. The corresponding AUC value is
0.75 (Fig. 4d).
The highest rewarming temperatures are displayed on the hand CMC area and show that the PDF of
the WF cases and controls are overlapping (Fig. 4e). Shown in Figure 4f is the ROC analysis of the
CMC temperature as a discriminator between WF cases and controls.

Figure 4. Distribution of rewarming temperatures for WF cases and controls for the distal phalanges, (a), proximal phalanges, (c), and CMC
area (e) with the corresponding ROC curves in (b), (d), and (f). A cut-off at 24.2°C is indicated by an asterisk for the distal phalanges in (a)
and its corresponding position on the ROC in (b). A cut-off at 25.1 °C is indicated by a circle for the proximal phalanges in (c) and its
corresponding position on the ROC in (d).

Figure 5. The temperature difference οܶ between proximal and distal phalanges at baseline. (a) The curves represent the distribution of
temperature differences measured on the palmar and dorsal sides of the hand for WF cases and controls, respectively. The corresponding
ROC curves are shown in (b).
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The baseline οܶ between the proximal and the distal phalanges at baseline is shown in Figure 5. In the
WF cases, it was common to find that the proximal phalanges on both sides of the hand were warmer
than the distal phalanges and the PDF of the WF cases and controls are overlapping (Fig. 5a), which
results in AUC = 0.61 (Fig. 5b).

Discussion
The aim of this study was to evaluate the skin temperatures of the dorsal and palmar hand measured at
different locations and at different times during a CST in order to discriminate between participants
with WF and controls.
The main findings were that: a) temperatures at baseline were better discriminators between WF cases
and controls than temperatures directly after the CST and at rewarming (here, 8 minutes after cold
provocation); b) the phalanges of the fingers were better discriminators between WF cases and
controls than the CMC area of the hand; and c) temperatures on the dorsal side of the hand, at both the
distal and proximal phalanges, were better discriminators between WF cases and controls than
temperatures on the palmar side.
The temperatures at baseline and after rewarming have similar AUC values. This means that the
significance of cold provocation can be discussed, especially since the temperatures directly after cold
provocation cannot be used as discriminators between WF cases and controls. The AUC values found
here are similar to those found in a previous evaluation of rewarming as a diagnostic test for vascular
hand disorders (such as secondary RP)
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. The finding that baseline temperatures can distinguish

between WF cases and controls is supported by Cherkas et al. 23, who reported significant differences
between RP and controls at baseline.
A reason for findings b) and c) might be found in the hands’ vascular design. Due to the presence of
plentiful AVAs in the nailbeds and in the glabrous skin 4 and the fingers’ larger surface area to volume
ratio, there is a rapid response to cold exposure with vasoconstriction and closing of AVAs, resulting
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in lower skin temperatures of the fingers
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. Symptoms of an abnormal cold response, such as a

delayed rewarming of the skin temperature of the fingers, becomes obvious without a need to provoke
the fingers to become whitened.
A reason for AUC  0.75 is that the temperature distribution for the WF cases has its peak at low
temperatures and “a tail” in the high temperature region, whereas the temperature distribution of the
controls has its peak at high temperatures and “a tail” in the low temperature region. This is most
clearly seen in Figures 2a and 2c. An interindividual variation is seen after the 8-minute rewarming.
Here, the temperature distribution for the controls had two peaks, one warm and one cold (Fig. 4a).
This two-phase sequence could be due to the existence of quick and slow rewarmers
rewarming in a control might be the first sign of an undiagnosed RP
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. Slow

or an effect of interindividual

variability 27,28.
A methodological consideration in the present study is the classification of participants as WF cases
and controls since this was done by anamnestic assurance by the participants themselves. The
classification was, however, strengthened by the use of color charts 1 shown to participants in order for
them to indicate the cold condition of the fingers 29.
The test parameters used for the thermographic diagnosis of WF are another consideration. We used
direct temperature measurements on different locations, even though several previous studies have
used temperature differences as, e.g., (DDD)

16,28,30,31

. A disadvantage with this is that it requires a

more thorough calibration of the camera in order to avoid drift than methods that use temperature
differences measured in one radiometric image. The current findings indicate that usage of
temperature differences between distal and proximal phalanges does not improve test performance in
terms of sensitivity and specificity.
Also to be discussed in the current study is the choice of CST parameters: temperature, cooling time,
and the 8-minute rewarming. There have been different challenges on peripheral circulation used in
previous studies, such as different temperatures and cold-provocation times
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. However, compared

to those previous studies, gloved hands immersed in water at 20°C for one minute in the current study
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could be seen as mild cold provocation. The discriminating ability to distinguish between WF and
controls does not seem to depend on the CST method, as House et al. 22, using prolonged cooling, did
not improve the AUC. This raises questions about the time-optimal CST method, and further
investigation is needed.
The level of emissivity and the shape, size, and position of ROIs affect the results. To improve
measurement statistics, ROIs of at least 200 pixels were used in the current study. Comparable to the
description presented in a previous study 30, in our study the position of the distal ROIs was between
the tip of the finger and the distal interphalangeal joint, which covered an area of skin beneath the nail
and the proximal part of the nail. The skin and the nail are composed of different types of tissues that
might have different emissivity levels, and this has not been thoroughly investigated, but it has been
proposed that emissivity differs between unhealthy and healthy nails 36. The current study used distal
ROIs that covered both nail and skin to minimize uncertainty.
In the current study, analyses with ROC and AUC were used to evaluate the temperatures at different
locations and time possibility to distinguish between WF and controls. These analyses are commonly
used in clinical testing and imaging tests in order to classify those individuals with a disease from
healthy individuals 37. The disadvantages of using ROC and AUC for imaging tests have been debated,
as misclassification costs differ between a false-negative and a false-positive diagnosis, but still these
analyses are thought to be of great value in the first steps of diagnostic testing to measure diagnostic
accuracy 38.
In a study of vibration exposure and hand–arm vibration symptoms, Vihlborg et al.
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suggested that

regular screening examinations for the earliest possible detection of vibration-related injuries would be
of importance in preventing the aggravation of health problems in, e.g., industrial workers. In this
group of vibration-related injuries, it is possible that a hypothenar hammer syndrome, an unusual or
perhaps just an unusual disregarded condition
treated

41,42
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with symptoms such as WF, could be detected and

. The findings in the present study indicate that IR thermography of baseline temperatures

could possibly be one of the tests in such a screening, as suggested by Vihlborg et al. 39.
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In conclusion, the findings indicate that baseline hand skin temperatures are as good as temperatures
after cold provocation for the discrimination between WF and controls and that the distal phalanges
are the sites of choice.
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